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Sound As Information. Dj Spooky At Kernel
Festival
Alessandra Coretti

become the new Mecca for electronic
art enthusiasts.
The festival’s main feature is a line-up
with names from the most significant
fringe of internationally renowned
digital manipulators and new
generations of artists – selected by a
commission of experts through open
calls among more than 360 proposals
from 39 different countries – which
gave the event the right dose of
creative restlessness, typical of the
contemporary sensitivity.

From July 1st to July 3rd the heart of
Brianza opened its doors to the Kernel
Festival
(http://www.kernelfestival.net/), a
new event in Italy, conceived by
taking inspiration from monumental
examples like Ars Electronica Festival
(Linz) and Sonar (Barcelona), and
aiming to establish a promotional and
experimental platform for new artistic
languages deriving from new
advanced technologies.
The first edition of the festival has
been hosted by the town of Desio, in
the eighteen-century architectural
complex of Villa Tittoni Traversi.
Thanks to a broad schedule (divided
into the fields of Interactive & Digital
Art, Audiovisual Mapping, Electronic
Sound & Music, Temporary
Architecture) Desio is going to

Among the most important artists of
this first edition of Kernel Festival is
worth to mention DjSpooky that
Subliminal Kid, aka Paul D. Miller. Born
in 1970, he holds two degrees, one in
3

Some of his essays have appeared in
“Ctheory”, “The Source”, “Artforum”
and in “The Village Voice”. His books
Rhythm Science (2004, in which he
theorizes the possible implications of
mixing, djing and sampling, typical
aspects of the hip-hop culture, and
the complexity of modern society and
its dynamic flows of sounds that
artists can use as source of
information) and Sound Unbound
(2008, collection of essays by music
and modern society’s researchers
such as Brian Eno, Steve Reich, Cory
Doctorow, Pierre Boulez, Hans Obrist,
Jaron Lanier, and Moby among others)
have been published by the famous
publishing house Mit Press.

French Literature and one in
Philosophy. Through his eclecticism
he testified the versatility of a field in
constant evolution.
As a gifted artist with eclectic
sensitivity, expressed through a
corpus of works ranging from
different media, Dj Spooky combines
his concept of creativity with absolute
absence of limitations and attempts
to categorization. His dogma is the
rhizomatic thought and his music and
art’s motive is a metaphor for nets
that connect his work to other ones.
remix, collage
Techniques such as
and
cut-up
, typical of the American artists’
modus operandi
, are his weapons of
“mass stimulation”. According to him
music, before being art, is
information, thought and idea.
It is really difficult, if not
uncomfortable, to write a brief
biography of such artist, but we’ll give
it a try. He collaborated with a wide
range of musicians and composers
like Iannis Xenakis, Ryuichi Sakamoto,
Butch Morris, Kool Keith aka Doctor
Octagon, Pierre Boulez, Steve Reich,
Yoko Ono and Thurston Moore
(musician of Sonic Youth). His works

Spooky performed at the Kernel
Festival the first evening, drawing
public attention with a lively dj set
made by sixty minutes of rhythmic
hits and psychedelic screenings. On
Saturday July 2nd he participated to
the SYNC Interaction between Music
and Video, a forum of discussion

have been exhibited at the Whitney
Biennial (New York), at the Biennial of
Architecture and Art (Venice), at the
Andy Warhol Museum, (Pittsburgh), at
the Vienna Kunsthalle, and at the
Ludwig Museum (Koln).
4

produced by the melting of ice. At the
end of these variations a multimedia
performance on global scale takes
place, representing an acoustic
portrait of a panorama in constant
changing that features spectators as
direct users able to enjoy the
Antarctic region through digital
images and sound reconstruction. The
whole work is meant to bring
Antarctica back to the modern
imaginary as an example of free land.
The area between the 90°W and
150°W latitude is in fact the only piece
of land on earth not owned by any
country.

where the Spanish Telenoika and
Marco Mancuso (Digicult’s director)
were also present, the latter as
moderator of the event.
Such roundtable was a perfect
occasion to take stock of the situation
about one of the hottest topics
carried out by improved technology
and the arrival of the digital era: the
relation between image and sound.
This debate produced a scenario in
which the nuances of opinions all
agreed that such relation could never
be subject to subordinate
relationships, but it is rather
characterized by a continuous “ping
pong process”.
In this scenario, Dj Spooky talked
about his last projects, from the most
downloaded applications for I-Phone
to The Book of Ice, which will be
published on July 13,
2011(
http://www.amazon.com/Book-IcePaul-D-Miller/dp/1935613146). The
book introduces a new caption under
the entry “collaborations”, and
represents an interesting project to

This new project (and its three
sections: history, science and fantasy)
is therefore a concrete example of an
artist bent to recycling, reusing and
reconstructing pre-existing materials,
and shows, through an iconographic
route made of photos, videos, digital
manipulations and archive material,
how Antarctica could be a completely
different and free land, apart from the

which important ecologists and
scientists also collaborated.
This new work is a step forward of
Terra Nova: Sinfonia Antarctica, a
huge project developed in long time,
which saw the artist living in the
Antarctic region with the aim to
capture the acoustic variations
5

rest of the World.
Despite his full agenda, Dj Spooky
found the time to answer some of my
questions while enjoying an Italian
dinner with good wine.
Alessandra Coretti: I would like to
start this interview by talking about
the roundtable topic. What do you
think about the interactions between
sound and video in multimedia
performances? Can they be
considered as a unique flow of
information? What is the principle
around which these elements meet
each other in your works?

Alessandra Coretti: I was fascinated
by both your Antarctica project and
The book of Ice. Where did these
ambitious works and your interest for
Antarctica come from?
Dj Spooky: Antarctica project is meant
to bring the Antarctic region back to
modern imaginary, by reconstructing
it through digital and musical
composition technology, which is the
result of analysis of the noises
produced by the melting of ice. In
order to do this I spent some weeks in
the Antarctic continent, where I
gathered sounds and images of
enormous lands of ice through the use
of a portable recording study and high
definition cameras. Then I researched
archive videos, historic maps and logs
from different countries such as
Germany, England, Russia and
Norway.

Dj Spooky: I conceive sound as
something completely open, without
limits, unless you decide to apply
some to it. If we think of sound as a
pattern, then there is no need to ask
me what I could add or deduct from
it. I consider the conception of image
and sound as two separate entities as
something completely obsolete.
Image and sound are two sides of the
same coin, and the link between them
is fluid. Editing is the key of all my
works; it is in there that you can find
true art.

Each country presented a different
strategy for graphic projects aimed to
explore the continent, and I decided
to record part of that old and new
6

perspective. I take my inspiration

material. Thanks to this project I
discovered a land in constant change.
The Book of Ice constitutes the
Antarctica project on a different
format, representing a way to think
about ways of composition and how
they influence our lives.

from Shep Fairey, Peter Greeaway and
Francis Ford Coppola, and their idea
of djing. Science, theatre, film, archive
material: all this is part of the same
whole.

What I try to investigate is the relation
between man and nature. I have been
helped by Brian Greene from
Columbia University and Ross A.
Virginia, director of the Institute of
Arctic Studies at Dartmouth
University, one of the best
connoisseur of the Antarctic region.
The reason I chose Antarctica is
because the area between the 90°W
and 150°W latitude is the only piece of
land on the planet that is not owned
or governed by any state or country.
That is what I call freedom.

Alessandra Coretti: Could you please
tell me more about the Antarctica
project? How could you work under
those difficult conditions? What kind
of technologies did you use? What
was your artistic goal?

Alessandra Coretti: Could you please
tell me something about your artistic
“invasion” of fields, which somehow is
far from your background education? I
was thinking about Antarctica, where
art mixes with science, or about your
theatre experience in collaboration

Dj Spooky: For Antarctica I developed
a portable studio which allowed me to
move in the Antarctic region, study its
climatic changes, and watch human
impact on the territory. After taking
pictures of the landscape I used the
images as “lab material” in studio,
analyzed the ice inner structure and
its way to change when subject to
different temperatures. Thanks to the
help of my friends scientists, I got the
mathematical formula that gave birth
to the musical composition of my

with Robert Wilson
Dj Spooky: In the digital world the net
showed us that everything is
connected. The connection of wires
and optical fibers is the paradigm of
my creativity, the dj is a metaphor
that serves to think about collage and
the remix is a point of view, a

7

digital labs is to educate local people.

work. My goal was to have an
accurate statistic analysis in relation
to the melting of ice and a
mathematical formula, to then
translate those information into
music. I believe music and
mathematics share a deep relation.
Mathematics could be in fact the best
instrument to describe acoustic
phenomena.
Alessandra Coretti: You are a
dj/musician/writer who explores art
under different perspectives. What
does being an artist mean for you
today?

During the Kernel Festival roundtable,
Marco Mancuso had the time to ask
Paul some questions concerning the
topics of his performance and some
important elements of his audiovisual
research, especially his idea of music
as information, the link (and its
implications) with mathematics and
science and the newly discovered
potentialities of new interfaces for
smart devices.

Dj Spooky: To be an artist means to
trace visions of the world by drawing
material from my background. We are
living archives, for everything we
experience leaves a mark. We work as
input and output circuits, like a sort of
“cloud computing”.
Alessandra Coretti: What is the aim of
your present experiments? Are you

Marco Mancuso: During your
presentation you made many
references to mathematics and its
deep relation with music. Considering
mathematics on a software and
programming level, how do you think
it could influence the way artists work
today? How much this relation could
be relevant for artists in future?

also working on new projects?
Dj Spooky: My new work is entitled
Vanuatu
, from the name of the Pacific
Ocean archipelago where I was
invited to start a collaboration with
Vanuatu
local artists. This year the
Pacifica Foundation
began the
Tanna Center for
construction of the
the Arts
, a place where artists
collectives are a way to support
culture. The goal of the centre and the

Dj Spooky: This is a difficult question.
The aesthetic of information and our
perception of it shape our reality. As
8

Marco Mancuso: What are the

an artist, every aspect is important:
graphics, design and music. What
fascinates me at the moment is the
effect of imagination; I think about
Kandinsky and his way to
mathematically decipher the
perception of colors. In my live
performances there are sounds and
videos, but nothing is never static or
clearly defined. Everything is dynamic,
opened. Everything can be
perceptively remodeled to become
something else.

consequences of the use of touch and
smart device technologies (Ipad and
Iphone first) in terms of creation,
composition and management of
music tracks?
Dj Spooky: In the beginning, Dj’s work
was not considered music, neither art.
Musicians with classical education did
not believe that music could be
created from software and that
everything could be made more
accessible to everybody. The
skepticism was wide and global. Truth
be told, it’s just a matter of methods.
Advanced technology allows to
change the logic of composition
processes and to broaden the ways of
composing.

However, the perceptive relation that
the work establishes with its audience
can be empirically calculated. I believe
that for the future artists will be
fundamental to have instruments at
their disposal that stimulates their
creativity. This is why it is important to
consider how far technology
penetrated our culture and the fact
that its access should be more
democratic and less expensive.

http://www.djspooky.com
http://djspooky.com/antarctica
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Offf 2011. Year Zero, In Which Sense?
Barbara Sansone

scenario conceived by Ignore
(http://www.ignorethisweb.com/),
who also created a false trailer on the
web site
http://www.barcelonayearzero.com/.
The aesthetics is inspired by
Hollywood trends, which other than
disaster movies, now have fun serving
up the post- catastrophe scenario. We
hope that any possible metaphor and
reference to real moods is not entirely
casual.

OFFF, the international festival for
web design, graphic animation and
post-digital culture, is back to
Barcelona. It is not back because it
has not reached its goals during its
three years abroad, like Ivàn de la
Nuez, director of the the Department
of Cultural Activities of the CCCB
Center of Contemporary Culture ,
wants to point out. To claim the
authorship of such a successful event
is perfectly comprehensible, but it is
also coherent with the politics of a
city which tends always more to be a
brand of industrial culture,
disadvantaging in many cases the
minor artistic trends, even if they are
significant and committed.

It is more than well-known that the
production of such an event as OFFF
cannot take place in a few weeks, but
this year, very close to Plaça
Catalunya and having in mind images
of the police fury against pacific
demonstrators in many Spanish cities
and the dramatic forecasts foreseeing
a world always more persisting in

The image of his year’s edition,
considered by the festival one of the
best of all times, is based on the “Year
Zero” theme, a post-apocalyptic
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eliminated from the potential
audience more than a half of Spanish
people, but which is in contrast with
the great attention towards Iberian
people. The festival invited
international talent scouts and offered
the local agencies the possibility to
introduce their work both during the
Open Room program and on the free
stage of the Speaker Corner, dressed
in the open space dedicated to
socialization, to restaurants and the
lively little market.

abolishing normal citizens’
fundamental rights, entering the
CCCB you felt like you were in another
world in the less right moment. In a
moment when reflecting, among
other things, on how the right to an
escape almost became an aegis
behind which to hide and run away
from our responsibilities not only as
individuals but as members of a
society, became particularly urgent.
The space of the Center of
Contemporary Culture, which in
normal conditions is intimate and
welcoming, even if new spaces have
been recently opened, has literally
collapsed under the weight of this
edition full of celebrations of
technique, in many occasions at the
detriment of the message. Events
taking place at the same time, screens
multiplication and high quality
streaming were not able to avoid
queues, “no entry” zones, and fair
complaints. Fortunately all things
considered the audience was patient,
maybe because it was mainly made of
young foreign designers full of

In any case, this selected but still huge
audience, 2.500 people in three days,
was not disappointed by the rich
festival program, for sure: Erik
Spiekermann, Eboy, Stefan
Sagmeister, Marian Bantjes, The Mill,
Soon in Tokyo just to name a few.
Examining the program, those who
are looking for less commercial
proposals could meet here and there
weird people of particular interest, for
example two contemporary icons like
the Dutch Han Hoogerbrugge
(http://www.hoogerbrugge.com/),

dreams, who took advantage of the
waiting times to get to know each
other better and discover that they
share the will to work in an agency
where they do “more creative” .
This festival edition which only used
English for conferences and the
advertising material, was certainly
aimed at them, a choice which
12

without getting money from it, have
drawn the attention on his sharp and
personal style, providing him
commissions like the viral movie
series for MTV or the music videos for
artists like The Young Punx, Pet Shop
Boys and Dead Man Ray, and making
him one of the best authors who
dedicate themselves to smart
entertainment on the web. Recently
Hoogerbrugge also came out from the
virtual world, not only creating
objects, postcards, stickies, t-shirts
and books, which he loves the smell
of, exhibiting his works in many
spaces dedicated to art, like Le
cabinet in Paris or Sala Parpallò in
Valencia. In this occasion, he could
test the effect which his animation
have when they are introduced on a
large scale, but unfortunately he did
not experiment forms of interactivity
which go further than the mouse click.

famous for his animation for more
than ten years now, and the American
Aaron Koblin
(http://www.aaronkoblin.com/),
known experimenter of new
technologies for the Web, the most
wanted of our time.
Meeting Han Hoogerbrugge in person
is like suddenly running into the
incarnation of the character in suit
and tie which we have always
followed in the cyberspace. His selfportrait appeared for the first time on
the web in 1996, in the Modern Living
series, initially created in animated
gifs and later in fast Flash animations.
Without pretending to add a complex
interactivity, Han was hiding behind a
simple clic the most neurotic and
absurd implications of the apparently
ordinary moments of human
existence. During the years, his works
undergone an evolution which never
deprived them from their trademark:
black humour, linearity of the stroke,
the main characters and their
idiosyncrasies. Hotel, for example,
suggests the exploration of a
mysterious space run by a diabolic
doctor and populated for the first
time by many characters. Pro Stress,
his latest work, goes back to the only
and autobiographic character,
suggesting day by day short satiric
strips on news facts.

Another guest was, like we said,
Aaron Koblin, who with Filip Visnjic,
Eduard Prats Moliner and Mr Doob
also taught an interesting workshop

These artworks, even if they have
always been designed by the artist
13

which lasted all the following week
during Sonar. In an era which
sociologists like Richard Sennett and
Jean Lipovetsky define as seriously
narcissistic, it was interesting to take
a look at the proliferation of works
allowing to use technology to look,
take pictures, study, and manipulate
oneself image. Among the
represented artists there were Joshua
Davis, Kyle McDonald, Zach
Lieberman, Theo Watson and Daito
Manabe.

during the festival. Aaron is, among
the thousands of projects developed
in the last years, the author of three
recent music videos which became a
cult: The Johnny Cash Project, a
participative project dedicated to the
gone singer-songwriter; The
Wilderness Downtown, an experiment
of interactive film in HTML 5 directed
by Chris Milk, the music is by Arcade
Fire and the technological
development by Google Tech Team;
the music video of House of Cards by
the Radiohead, realized with laser and
sensors and released as open source
code on Google Code.
Koblin is also known for his
experimentations in the
crowdsourcing field, in particular with
the Amazon Mechanical Turk
platform; this way he composed
Bicycle Built for Two Thousand, a
collective on line version of the song
Daisy Bell, the image of a 100 dollar
note (Ten Thousand Cents) and an
irresistible “turned to the left” sheep
flock, The Sheep Market. A few moths
ago, he also created an interactive

But the artwork which probably stood
out the most was 0,16, an installation
built with a light projector and a
transparent paper panel turning the
spectator’s shadow into a low
resolution pixel outline. His author
Aram Bartholl (http://datenform.de/),
young German architect, member of
the Free Art & Technologies
(http://fffff.at/) network of artists,
engineers, scientists, lawyers and
musicians committed to enrich the
public domain with technological and
creative artworks distributed with free

movie, 3 dreams of black, directed by
Chris Milk too, which shows the
potential of the new WebGL
technology, able to allow the use of
3d graphics within the web browser
without the need for a plug-in.
In the multimedia program
OFFFMatica, the festival also
proposed the exhibition Other Mirrors,
14

(

licenses, in the last years has became
particularly known for his activist and
participative artworks, like the Speed
Show we talked about in the article
about The Influencers in the May 2011
issue of “Digimag”

http://2011.sonar.es/en/programa-mu
ltimedia-offfmatica.php).
The festival program included some
screenings in the Cinexin space.
Among these ones, David

(http://www.digicult.it/digimag/artic
le.asp?id=2067), or Dead Drops
(http://deaddrops.com/),an open
sharing network of P2P files in the
public space, made of USB memories
installed on the city walls. This project
received a nomination at the Prix Ars
Electronica 2011. The exhibition also
proposed a series of online works of
which you can find the links of on the
Sonar website dedicated to the
exhibition.

Marcinkowski ntroduced his live
cinema experiment
(http://www.sufferrosa.com/), a
colossal and many awards winner
interactive noir, inspired to
by Jean Luc Godard and made of 110
scenes, 3 alternative finals, 25 actors,
25 locations and a great soundtrack.

http://offf.ws/bcn2011/

Sufferrosa

Alphaville
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Operative Transformations. Part 1
Eugenia Fratzeskou

As such, tracing is relational, and
although it involves physical
processes, it expands beyond them,
as it is a means of forming
propositions that can be abstract. In
some cases, such a basic form of
drawing still directly or indirectly
affects the ‘workings’ of even the
most advanced types and processes
of diagramming (that it too, derives
from drawing), computer-generated
animation as well as the status,
operation and aspects of the intended
end-product itself.

This two-part essay offers a
critical investigation into the notion of
operative transformation and its role
in the evolution of animation as a
means of spatial morphogenesis in
architecture, as explored in
conjunction with its broader scientific
and design contexts.
Operative Design
It is through an in-depth study of
drawing and particularly, of its types
developed in the context of
architectural design, that the origins
of the word ‘operative’ can be defined
and its contemporary meaning may
be expanded. Tracing is the primary
and fundamental form of drawing.
This type of drawing can be also
termed indexical imprint, that is, a
visual trail left from a particular

As discussed by Anthony Vidler,
diagram can be best defined as a
“delineation used to symbolise related
abstract propositions or mental
processes”. [1] A diagram always
involves the purposeful activity of
tracing, through which, it ‘un/re-

process.
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makes’ reality and unlike an
architectural plan, it is non-buildable.
[2] Nevertheless, in contrast to
Anthony Vidler, diagrams are not
overtly utopian. [3] A diagram is
characterised by a kind of virtuality
that, as the architect Greg Lynn
explains, contains variable potential.
As such, diagram is contrasted to the
operations of simulation, because the
latter operates rather as a “visual
substitute” of reality.

interpreted, or in other words, ‘read’,
often through theoretical and nonrealistic scenarios.
“Transformational sequence” includes
animation that may be applied not
only to forms, but also, to spaces and
programmes. Process and endproduct are of equal importance. A
transformational sequence is ‘open’ if
it has no endings, as for example,
when it contains concurrent or
juxtaposed sequences of another
order, and ‘closed’ when it has a
predictable end due to the
exhaustion, circularity or repetition of
process. Finally, the “interchangeable
scalar drawing” is essentially, the
combination of all the
aforementioned categories into a
“singular heterogeneous
transformational concept” [5]

Coined by architect Bernard Tschumi,
“operative drawing” may be created in
any discipline, through using any
medium provided that, it functions as
a purposeful activity of critical
thinking and positioning. As Tschumi
describes: Drawing, whether done by
hand or using computer software, can
be either descriptive or prescriptive…
prescriptive drawings are intended to
be operative… They are devices for
thinking as well as presenting
positions… form is never their
objective.. [4]
In particular, based on Tschumi‘s
description, operative drawing

In opposition to what Tschumi defines
as a “descriptive” kind of drawing (in
an either subjective or objective
sense), operative drawing occurs
between its visual manifestations
because it is a propositional nonpictorial and a process-based, non-

involves the following categories:
“conceptual diagram”, “transcript”,
“transformational sequence” and
“interchangeable scalar drawing”. In
“conceptual diagram” the inherent
complexity of architecture may be
reduced and conceptualisation is
facilitated. Through “transcript”
architectural reality can be

formal activity and a field of
potentiality that unfolds in time.
Operative drawing is a strategy of
thinking-in-progress that cuts
through the stages of the creation
process that may include intention,
realisation, evaluation etc. and diverse
fields, such as, architecture,
psychology, philosophy, perception
17

added and/or subtracted volumes in
an analytic manner. Surface-based
modelling is similar to 2D drafting and
its use is preferable when visualising
irregular structures.A ‘spline’ is the
fundamental tool for surface-based
modelling, enabling an additive mode
of modelling that is analogous to
drafting.In surface-based modelling, a
shaded surface can be progressively
generated from points and lines, as
contrasted to the direct combination
of void and solid volumes that
characterises volume-based
modelling.

and others.

Transformation in animation
Attempting to fully map the
categories of computer-generated
animation, poses as a rather
impossible task, as they continuously
evolve and involve various
heterogeneous processes. Animation
categories can be, more or less,
defined in relation to the types of
computer-generated modelling.The
basic groups of tools that are used for
modelling built architecture include

The basic type of animation is keyframed animation. This type of
animation enables the presentation of
the successive transformations of
solids. Each transformation and its
effects on other solids can be easily
deciphered. Consequently, those
animations can be thoroughly
analysed and any ‘causal’ relationships
can be identified. Dynamic systems
are used in architecture primarily for
enabling non-linear modelling that
includes self-evolving forms and
interactive designs. Dynamic systems
have a variety of applications
including the simulation of real-world
environments, the visualisation of
changing and interacting
environmental and statistical data etc.

volume-based modelling, surfacebased deformators and dynamic
systems. Volume-based modelling
affects the original interacting solids
‘globally’, while surface-based tools
deform the individual geometrical
elements of a digital 3D model.
Volume-based tools like Boolean set
operations enable the progressive
hierarchical visualisation of simple

As the architect Bart Lootsman
describes, dynamics are broadly used
in architecture and involve tools as

relationships between intersected,
18

‘inverse kinematics’, ‘particle
dynamics’ and ‘soft body dynamics’
[6]

additive, as an effect may derive from
multiple causes. In fact, digital
transformational sequences can be
almost inexhaustibly additive, as the
number of causes that can be added
may be infinite. According to the
architect Ali Rahim however only keyframed animation may be
characterised as being causal i.e.
determinate, reversible and
metaphorical, as opposed to the
“high-end” animation which is nonlinear and “endogenic”.[8] High-end
animation enables not only the direct,
but also, the indirect complex
morphing and a multitude of
concurrent transformations. High-end
animation may also involve real-world
data.

The elements of the resulting dynamic
animations may have complex and
synchronous interactions with each
other, automated by programmable
constraints. As can be seen in Eric
Bucci, Fernando Burgos and KukHwan Mieussett, those tools are
coupled with ‘genetic algorithms’ for
enabling the creation of interactive
designs of built spaces and urban
designs in architecture. As those
architects explain, such designs are
self-evolving and generated from the
data that has been collected either
online or directly from the physical
world. [7] These complex
programmable tools are suitable for
creating highly irregular or
fragmented surfaces that are selfevolving.

In a transformational sequence, the
qualities of transition between its
‘frames’ or, in other words, its
instances, is of major significance. As
Tschumi describes: All sequences are
cumulative. Their “frames” derive
significance from juxtaposition. They
establish memory – of the preceding
frame, of the cause of events. To
experience and to follow an
architectural sequence is to reflect
upon events in order to place them
into successive wholes [9]

As a transformational sequence,
animation tends to be arbitrarily

19

sequence. Instead of a design tool,
montage proposes another editing
technique for animated architectural
previews.
On a more analytical level, the
workings of a hand-drawn or digitally
generated transformational sequence
(that may function as an integral part
of a linear production process or
presented as an end-product),
depend on the qualities of the

Tschumi proposes that this deceptive
continuity between cause and effect,
which is achieved through the use of
juxtaposed frames, can be ‘broken’ by
using superimposed frames as when
introducing the cinematic element of
montage. According to Tschumi, the
superimposition of disparate frames is
expected to reveal the irreducible
contradictions occurring between the
stages of the architectural
transformation.

difference involved in its progressions.
According to Henri Lefebvre, despite
the fact that an “induced” difference
derives from the existence of
“opposition”, it does not undermine
but “remains within” the system it
constitutes. On the other hand, a
“produced” difference derives from
the existence of “contradiction/
transcendence” because it
“presupposes the shattering of a
system [and]… it emerges from…
chasm”.[11]

Such a superimposition may result in
“ruptures” through which, the
architect’s underlying, conflicting but
evolving decision-making, can be
exposed.[10] Inevitably however,
montage functions rather as a
transition between two disparate
transformational stages or as the
means of linking various
transformational sequences through
their superimposition. Montage
seems to operate in both cases as an
inter-connective device, yielding a
compositionally (re)structured
animation as a self-contained virtual

It has been argued that animation is
usually presented as a singular flow of
idealistic creation, isolated from any
real material relations, interactions
and experiential time. Animation has
its roots in cinematic modes of
presentation and spectatorship as
well as scientific simulation and data
visualisation. Architects like Greg Lynn
investigate the mutually challenging
‘dialogue’ between animation and
architecture and develop
methodologies for creatively and
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systematically adapting animation as
a dynamic tool for architectural
design, instead of using it simply as a
means of previewing static

Notes:

architectural prototypes. Greg Lynn’s
work with animation enables a better

[1] Quote by Anthony Vidler
fromOxford English Dictionary in
“Diagrams of Utopia”, in De Zegher,
Catherine & M. Wigley, eds., The
Activist Drawing: Retracing
Situationist Architectures from
Constant’s New Babylon to Beyond,
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Drawing and Spatial Digital
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Late “primavera”. Recorded Report From The
Festival
Pia Bolognesi

historic pop, rock and post-punk icons
of the eighties and the nineties that
performed on stage with new artists,
offering more electronic and
contaminated music than the postdance, dubstep and hip hop wave.
The festival started at the Poble
Espanyol, the place that hosted the
festival’s first four editions, with the
dream-like performance of the
Canadians Caribou one of the most
awaited band (the queue was so long

For more than 10 years the long
summer of festivals begins in
Barcelona with one of the most
awaited events of the season. To
confirm the excellent level of last
edition, the organizers of the 2011
edition aimed high: more concerts,
new city locations, more stages and, if
possible, more people, or better
publics – since this year the most indie
among the European festivals gave a
lot of space to the British and
American electronic scene.

and unexpected that only a few
people were able to reach the stage
and see their show – fortunately they
played the following night at the ATP).
The Mercury Rev Desert’s Songs live
closed the festival.

Even if it seems impossible to
combine such a big number of so
different bands on the same event,
the Primavera Sound 2011 “back to the
present” operation
(http://www.primaverasound.com)
managed to hit the bull’s eye. Three
days – from May 26th to May 28th – of
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This year, besides showcases and
debates, the DayPro welcomed the
first edition of the International
Observatory of Music (IMO) – an
organization that researches and
examines the music sector in different
local contexts and aims to find,
analyze and stimulate new dynamics
outside the mainstream market.

The “real” festival started on May 26th
at the Parc del Fòrum: a huge space in
front of the sea in one of the new
areas that symbolizes the growing of
city, where 7 stages were set together
for a total area of 70.000 m². This year
everything was about big numbers. At
the 11th Primavera Sound festival
edition came more than 140.000
people, with a 221 artists line up, and
two weeks of events, workshops and
screenings.
Compared to the 2010 edition there
were two innovations: Primavera alla
Ciudad with Sound als Bars and
Primavera al Carrer, events that
combined the same main location and
the underground of different places of
the city center; and the renewed
PrimaveraPro, a meeting dedicated to
people that worked for the festival

In addition to the dense line-up of
concerts, the festival offered an event
in collaboration with Cine Beefeater
In-Edit.

with the aim to create a network
between agencies, labels, festival and
specialized press.
Including its locations, everything at
the Pro (which was at its second
edition) was close to the cultural spirit
of Primavera and therefore extremely

The Parc de Fòrum’s cinema hosted
the screenings of High on hope (Piers
Sanderson, UK, 2009), Don’t look back
(D.A. Pennebaker, USA, 1967), Soul
train: the hippest trip in America (J.
Kevin Swain & Amy Goldberg, USA,
2009), Nina Simone, love
sorceress…forever (René Letzgus, FR,
2008), An Island (Vincent Moon, DK,
2010) and Upside Down: the story of
Creation Records (Danny O’Connor,
UK, 2010). It was like a sort of journey

enjoyable. The events of the Day took
place at the ME Hotel to go on during
the night at the PrimaveraPro Adidas
Originals. It was mainly focused on
the interaction between three great
music markets (the North American,
the European and the South
American).
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through the history of music
documentary, that unfortunately did
not draw the public attention that it
deserved, probably because it was put
in the shade by the festival thick core
agenda.

The night went on with a feeling of
nostalgia and some great
confirmations: after their big reunion
in 2009, the concert of P.I.L, first stop
of their long-awaited tour, moved the
fear of an unemotional
commemoration aside. Since their

During the first day/night at Llevant,
Ray Ban and San Miguel there was a
nostalgic “back in the days”, in some
cases not too successful. At the same
time at Pitchforl and ATP there was
the Emeralds, Blank Dogs and Gold
Panda show.

debut in 1978, post-punk started to
grow and unfortunately ended up
dissolving into different music forms.
However, the band of John Lyndon
and the prodigious Lu Edmonds
performed, especially thanks to
Edmonds, a live with new sonorities
and great emotional peaks – This is
not a love song.

The best lives of the first day were
something in between hot and not
too rich hype (Salem, Of Montreal)
and the adherence to a well
consolidated cultural root. Seefeel,
absent last year, after the acclaimed
live in Paris for Warp20, were back
after fifteen years with their last and
homonymous album, made by sounds
that put together the shoegaze
substrate that consecrated them in
the Nineties and more rough postdub influences.

Almost at the same time of
Grinderman and Walkmen’s
exhibitions was the Glenn Branca
Ensamble, the project of six musicians
(a reduction of the experimental and
intense live for 40 and 100 guitars)
started by the father of no-wave, an
avante-garde master from New York
who performed at the Auditorium a
contemporary composition of
harmonic noise, far from the use of
drone meant as a noise opposed to
symphonic classicism.
On the wave of sentimentalism, we
were getting on with Suicide’s live,
definitely one of the most evident
influence in the music that we loved
and keep loving but that was not too
satisfying at the Primavera (perhaps
we had too high expectations!).
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At the Pitchfork stage was the time

thirty-six years after their milestone
new wave Modern Dance, the Pere
Ubu performed The Annotated
Modern Dance, finally putting an end
to the long descendent parabola that
brought the Dada genius David
Thomas to live unhappy
circumstances in the Nineties. The
Pere Ubu came back with a new
formation to literally re-play their
masterpiece from 1978.

for Gold Panda’s concert, a clear break
from the strong and comforting
atmosphere of guitars and synths, but
full of melodic suggestions and
exhilarating beats. The Ghostly
International’s mysterious musician
from Essex was able to create a
rarefied IDM universe, a dreamy and
liberating alienation that opened to
the abstract hip hop of the Baths
(Anticon).

The rhythmic part is stronger, the
bigger updates overflow into the
arrangements (which are less minimal
and stunned) and into Thomas’ lost
shrill voice. The singer, song after
song, moved the audience by
performing a record and a bunch of
singles that marked the end of the
seventies. Lighting with extraordinary
aphorisms the writing path of the
band in its happiest period, Thomas
managed to transform a grotesque
and post-punk game into a body
litany.

At the San Miguel main stage the
Flaming Lips performed, in retrospect,
the most psychedelic show of the
festival (dancers-cheerleaders,
colored confetti, laser shows with
Wayne Coyne entering the scene by
walking on the public in an aerostatic
balloon) and created an atmosphere
far from their last Dark Side of the
Moon album, but undoubtedly
spectacular.

While Low, Shellac e Arto Lindsay
performed their own classics, Twin
Shadow and Ford & Lopatin cleared
the ground to Kode9 who brought all
over Europe the Burial’s set, with
some technical hitches promptly
ignored by a cohesive and satisfied
public: with the absence of the
mysterious “king of dubstep”, we were
still satisfied with a dj set.

The second day of the festival was an
even more extreme dichotomy:

The Pulp’s concert stood up for its
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number of spectators: more than

A lot of people were waiting for a
Gloss Drop’s preview, last work of
Battles released on June 6th, and All
star band, by Ian Williams, John
Stanier and Tyondai Braxton did not
disappoint the audience. Thanks to a
man-sized double screen device, on
which appeared Matias Aguayo, Gary
Numan, Yamantaka Eye and Kazu
Makino, they almost recreated a
virtual interaction that, at 4 in the
morning, was able to deceive even
the clearest perception. It was worth
to ignore our physical tiredness for a
sound explosion that confirmed the
high level of the previous Mirrored.

40.000 people came to see the band
from Sheffield, leaded by the
fascinating Jarvis Cooker. It seems
that, ten years after the group split up,
anthems like Common People
(impossible not to sing and jump to
honor our youth), Babies and
Disco2000 are still evergreens for
many brit pop fans.

The right mood to end such intense
day of listening was the space
odyssey in Lindstrom Nordic key, that
closed the Friday night at Pitchfork
stage with the hit Where You go I go.

While waiting for the Battles, Jamie
XX performed its remix anthology,
from the most commercial Rolling in
the Deep (for Adele), You got the Love

On Saturday, the last night of the
festival, performances ranged from
Einstürzende Neubauten, Swans,
Pissed Jeans, Kurt Vile & The Violators
and the most ethereal PJ Harvey
version, Animal Collective, Gang Gang
Dance and Darkstar. If with Battles we

(Florence and the Machine) to the
collaboration with Nosaj Thing (Fog),
until the post-dubstep productions
and the beautiful We are new here. In
the album he remade the masterpiece
I’m new here, last work of the
musician and poet Gil Scott-Heron
(The Revolution Will Not Be
Televised), a main figure of the Afro-

could talk about sound explosion, in
this Primavera Sound edition Swan’s
concert was a powerful and abrasive
hurricane of sound. Fourteen years
after the Soundtrack For The Blind,
Michael Gira declared “This is not a
return. It’s not a stupid nostalgic act.
It’s not a repetition of the past”. And
there is nothing more contemporary

American literary and music culture
from the end of the sixties to our
days.
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and immersive than Swan’s industrial
noise.

memorable collective stage invasion,
the perfect conclusion for the Catalan
three-days festival.
While Pitchfork was taken hostage by
the people, Dj Shadow, with his last
and awaited performance conceived
enfant
for a round device, and Darkstar, with
prodige
his obscure
dubstep,
performed at the
I’ll take
care of you
other locations. Hyperdub, with
Kode9
and Space Ape closed the
Godfather
festival.
Over all, the 2011 edition proved that
the Primavera Sound Festival is one of
the best European Festivals (together
with the ATP). One month later, Jamie
Smith’s performance remains the
symbol of a good sense of nostalgia.
Creator of The XX, Smith is an
. On Friday night he played his
remix
by Gil ScottHeron just while in New York the
was dying at the age of 62.

The distorted world music of the Gang
Gang Dance changed the atmosphere
completely; by being scenographic
and amusing, they prepared the
Pitchfork audience to the craziest
concert of the festival. After an
unforgettable break with James Blake
e Mattew Dear, the Odd Future
(OFWGKTA) came on stage with their
horrorcore, lo-fi beat for soundtracks
like Sandwitches, Splatter and Turnt
Down with which Tyler the Creator,
Frank Ocean and friends provoked a

http://www.primaverasound.com/
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Notes on Digital Icons And Death. Iran Vs Iran
Mitra Azar

the moment of death, of passing
away, becomes a dream. Just like the
chocking game, a bizarre ritual for
American teenagers, in which they
choke each other until they gasp for
air, fainting for a few seconds, and
then wake up again, while their
friends laugh, without understanding
where they are, or what just
happened.

(On the occasion of the death
anniversary of Neda Agha Soltan,
killed during the demonstrations
following the contested re-election of
M. Ahmadinejad, on June 20 2009)

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b
bdEf0QRsLM
The image of Neda’s death
compulsively pervades the arachnoid
villi in our brains. The eye,

1.

cannibalistic and hungry accomplice,
watches death through the

I think that what the choking game
and Neda have in common is the act
of filming, of recording death, of
which the choking game provides a
sample of reversibility. I wonder if the
experience of the chocking game
would have the same impact on
American youngsters without being
filmed, reproduced infinitely, then
shared online, allowing the victims to

decongestive satellite-like awareness
that, for days, we had expected to be
switched off as it had happened to
the surrounding buildings. CNN keeps
on broadcasting the images of Neda’s
face. The big cathode-ray eye smells
the blood, knows its bulimic, vampiric
adepts, and squeezes them out, until
the fiery red becomes invisible, and
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this perceptive approach to justify the
compulsive repetition of her image,
through a vocal counterpoints, that
proposes Neda as the symbol of the
revolt.

watch those moments when they
weren’t there or, at least, weren’t
there for themselves.
I wonder how cynical and puzzlingly
ludicrous is the attempt of telling
events such as this one, trying to
historicize them, analyzing and
dissecting them like corpses at a
morgue, even though the immersive
format of digital citizenship suggests
a different approach. Maybe autopsies
start there, from TV screens.
Yet, something is missing in this babel
of images. In the collective
unconscious of a population, these
images work as detonator of an
unpredictable series of micro-events
ready to surface and reverberate in a

2.
She is beautiful while she’s dying,
even more so than in pictures that
portray her alive or, more precisely,
dead-like, motionless, not breathing,
as she appeared in those school
forms. How weird it is to see her in
those artificial poses, right after the
vibrant images in motion of her death,
so paradoxically alive, greedy for life,
during the sudden and silent
backwash of the end, amid the
onlookers’ screams. Neda is more
beautiful while she’s dying, but none
says it out of respect. Is it maybe this
element, that televisions do not
mention, that feeds our morbid
projective desire?

jarring and unfathomable glossolalia
of unintentional and shared gestures,
in a rash act reabsorbing the concept,
amplifying and questioning it,
bringing it to its own limits of selfdefinition, rather than of selfdoubting, as anambiguous, noble
residual of the action.
Neda is already a symbol, an icon, a
thumbnail, a Facebook profile picture
of each one of those Iranians involved
in the revolt. The shock of that image
has already been rationalized in the
conscience that anyone could be
Neda, and this conscience takes away
visibility and concreteness from that
image, turning it into an icon. I
wonder if CNN is already suggesting

3.
But there is something else in this
convulsive, baroque death, there is
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something more in the fleshly,
porcelain quality of her face merging
with the ineffable Other. This
pixellated, grainy death realizes it’s
being watched. And it watches, in
turn. Neda enters the camera, she
breaks through it, she shatters its
grain. Neda watches us. Neda
becomes aware that she’s being
filmed while she’s dying, and death
breaks into the image, not vice versa,
at least once. Reproducibility and
death yell the same iconic scream,
that of a symbol in its pure state, of an
image beyond itself, of a vision
becoming language and word. In that
gaze, probably not reciprocated by
the person filming her (except
through the filter of the camera),
Neda finds herself as an icon.

(in)visible.
I wonder what happened to Neda
while she was both dying and
simultaneously aware of being filmed.
The icy alienation of the medium
focuses in Neda’s eye, who
experiences a double intrusion – that
of the backwash of death, and that of
perceiving herself in the others’ looks.
Funerals as public events probably
originated from the channeling of this
forced display of the body which, in
death, we rather wished it were
removed from the gaze, but which,
nevertheless, is exposed to it again,
one by one, orderly, as in a mortuary.
It’s like procrastinating the
cancellation of the principle of the
vision for just one more moment, till
the very last, prompting, in this way,
the narrative and photographic
altering process of memory.

Her death, in her look into the camera,
is a sublime example of the mystery
of the displaying of a body. In that
moment, in that look, death is forever
in stand-by, as in a shroud, evolving to
the status of digital icon, losing its
aura, but gaining in repetition. Neda’s
eyes inevitably turn upward and stare
for several thousandths of a second
into the electronic gaze of the cell
phone filming her, in which the eye
that watches her is probably
engrossed. In that moment, the
climax of reversibility of the gaze is
underway, at the same time forever
and never again. In the digital eye
triggering the iconic process, Neda,
while watching, is both seeing and

4.
The apparently neutral digital
medium, fixing the extreme vitality of
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death, its unrelenting dispossession
and definitive intrusion, does not
avoid the eroticism of its gaze. Death
crystallizes or, better, pixelizes in
Neda’s gaze. In that gaze, death
coexists with life, it fucks life. And
Neda, by sheer coincidence the result
of a short circuit, the product of a
series of involuntary physical and
geographical overlooks, notices a
presence, and projects this convulsive
orgy in the blaze of a gaze which
switches on for a last flare. Neda
doesn’t watch the person filming. She
watches into the camera, the cell
phone trying to film her. The
unconscious of death is thus exposed
and bound to endlessly repeat itself,
chilled by its potential reiteration,
penetrated by Neda’s eye, recorded
by the camera eye. In that gaze, death
is at its own limits: invincible,
ineffable, invisible, now staring at us,
proud, coming out of itself and those
who experience it. What does Neda
think in that gaze, if she really realizes
she’s being filmed?

wonder how much the medium can
absorb who’s filming in the filmed
image, letting them forget that this is
the real world, not a simple shot. Yet,

Death transcends the image and, in
that look, the intrusion of death is
everted. The camera immortalizes this
passing away without interruption,
between the ‘internal’ of death and
the ‘external’ of its becoming
endlessly and mediatically shareable.
Neda’s gaze passes through the
digital eye and places itself next to
those watching, where the gaze of the
filming person ends or extends. I

already a way of talking to us, of its
sensuous independence. Image is the
ratio between eye and hand:

who suggests the shots in these
extreme moments of reality? What
moves the body of the young man
filming, so that the gaze of Neda falls
precisely into the camera eye?

5.
The medium itself is unaware, yet it
has its own place as well, and a sort of
conscience, or unconscious, and it
asks us how we should use it and see
it, it suggests us how to do that. The
way we can get it and check it is

paradoxically, even with digital media,
it is still the hand that creates images,
as in painting. Image is gestural,
performative, all the more so when
technologies are reduced in size, and
the gesture’s constant impactpositioning emerges clearer, as a form
of linguistic-perceptive tuning
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that pushes the body of the one
filming to partake, driven by reality
that leads him to choose a shot, while
trying to bring both body and medium
back to controlling themselves. The
eye of the one looking seems to
experience a cooling off, a distancing.
The world is reduced to a frame that
amplifies its aesthetic-formal
qualities, depriving them, for just one
moment, of its empathic qualities,
whereas paradoxically, in that search
for the image’s form and balance, the
one filming really wishes to tell that
empathy which he was unable to feel
while filming.

between my living the world and the
ways of telling it, suggested by the
medium involved which, in the case of
Neda, was a cell phone with a camera.
As in a choreography, the convulsion
of death is tuned with Neda’s body
and with the body of the person
filming in the moment of an
instanteneous look into the camera:
there is someone looking, off-screen,
at a minimal yet unbridgeable, deeply
cold distance. There is someone
behind the digital armour of an act
that is both appropriation and
hypertrophic will of the glance on the
world, in this case, on death.
I have the impression that in those
moments a common principle of
belonging to the world makes a series
of unreflective movements part of a
common tissue, resulting from the
emergence of reality. Reality, on these
occasions, calls for the postures of our
bodies and the images of our tools, as
well as their collocation vis-à-vis us
and the others, between us and the
others. In those moments, it’s difficult
to see this kind of media as

6.
There is a sort of rationalistic violence
in the attempt to reduce reality to a
controlled frame, in the attempt to
possess it and make it reproducible,
thus stealing it from the time of the
moment and giving it a façade of
eternity through the filter of a binary
image. Filming is therefore a form of
mnemonic grip making us believe we

extensions. They suck us into them,
absorbing the real world around in a
monadic replica of a reproducible eye,
of a unique gestuality.
Reality outside the shot, similar to the
one inside it, loses its empathic
qualities to benefit an involuntary
principle of shape and composition
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have control on the time arrow,
confirming the nostalgic-symbolic
nature of memory and its need to
exteriorize. Nevertheless, filming
becomes an involuntary reflex of our
contemporaneity, ever eluding the
subject’s conscious analysis
performing it, turning recorded
images into pockets of involuntary
memory.
7.
Taking possession of reality has a
deeply political significance in Iran,
and digitalizing the world becomes
the only way to communicate to the
outside world what is happening
inside the country. In this context of
violent repression, low-cost new
technologies seem to give back to
image the witnessing value it once
held, the proof of a collective event,
as in family pictures. Yet, not even in
this case are images merely
reproducing an event. On the
contrary, in a context in which no
official images seem to come out of
the country, the few pictures that do
can generate an autonomous reality
principle, i.e. establish themselves as
images-world, autonomous pockets
of reality in relation to the referent to
which they wish to be linked.

This image claims the presence of a
thing, it doesn’t merely imitate it. It
asserts the presence of death, but
doesn’t represent it, despite death
being ever and only metaphorically
present as a sign of itself, an internal
dysfunction, consumption, ageing, a
necessary detour. The image ground
is death as its internal reversal, a
process of objectification suspended
in the look-into-camera, as it is in
Narcissus’ gaze into the pond. We live
in a society of screamed death as a
negative of the gaze, beyond Icarus’
taboo, beyond Narcissus, killed by the
nihilism of being seen without being
able to see himself, unless in a
reflection.
Death opens to presence-absence, to
the image’s working principle in itself,
in the vision’s moment, as in that of
memory. A camera is a digital mirror,
a projector as well as a recorder, able
to fix an image when the original is
missing, thus showing its arrogance,
ever redundant in competing with the
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original, ever unsatisfied of its

there is the passage between a
singular, incarnated, potential – in the
sense of never present for those who
live it – infinite, and a becoming
infinite – from the point of view of
those filming it and looking at it. In
the achievement of repetition, infinite
is exteriorized and disembodied.

byproduct status of copy. The image
shamelessly shows its own nature in
the digital medium, the place of its
own infinite reproducibility, and of its
own genesis as autonomous referent,
as well as a sign of it.
8.
I consider the notion of parallax, trying
to apply it to Neda’s death to observe
closer the links between the
perceptive elements that compose it.
I have the impression that – between
the singular and incarnate death of
Neda, and its becoming im(media)tely
public and reproducible – something
happened, which is more than a
simple shift. On the contrary, it seems
that the elements involved are not
aligned anymore along a beeline, but
rather they are slightly displaced from
their original starting point, breaking
their biunivocal relationship, and
adding a derived factor of variation, or
deviation.

Il centro fittizio di queste relazioni è la
camera, nella quale convergono gli
occhi dei personaggi coinvolti, nella
quale avviene la staffetta della morte
con la vita e, in microscala, la visione
della distruzione totale nella sincrona
immortalità. Due infiniti si scontrano a
duello, e lo strumento veicola la
distorsione, l’angolo di parallasse tra la
morte singolare e quella riproducibile.
L’occhio di Neda che vive la morte e
quello filmato in cosa differiscono, se
non nel trapasso di un infinito
nell’altro? L’occhio di Neda in camera
diventa immortale e affronta l’occhio
di chi la guarda, singolarità assoluta
che si incarna nella gestualità
primitiva a fuoco sul viso di Neda,
rivendicando l’attimo della

The parallax, already occurring
between the subject and the moment
of her death, slightly but infinitely
displaced in relation to those living it –
indeed never completely experiencing
it – is similarly displaced from its axis
between the look of Neda’s death,
and that of the camera and the person
filming, as acted by an agent of
distortion. In the passage between a
singular and a reproducible death,
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singolarità, e trasformando la
singolarità incarnata che ha di fronte
in infinito riproducibile. La morte in
camera paga il prezzo della carne, per
diventare tessuto e icona.”

sintonizzazione come singolarità
derivata, da subito intrappolata nel
meccanismo di un infinito a posteriori.
L’occhio della mano che filma cerca il
punctum in divenire dell’immagine di
fronte, e non più intorno, come nel
mondo delle immagini al di fuori

The text is an adapted fragment of
, Mitra Azar 2011, pp. 135

dell’inquadratura, e si estranea,
guadagnando in immortalità
anempatica ciò che perde in

(
http://www.mimesisedizioni.it/archiv
es/001787.html).

Iran vs Iran. Elections and revolt in
Tehran
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Me, Myself And Twenty-three. Science And
Narcissism 2.0
Nicola Bozzi

yearly subscription to Personal
Genome Service, an additional update
service.
This type of service is not only offered
by 23andMe but also by other
companies, even though, compared
to its competitors, 23andMe has
better visibility and more efficient
means thanks to its connections with
Google. Principally located in the USA,
consumer-oriented genetics is an
emerging market in which an

The first time I heard of 23andMe I
was reading an article on
“Internazionale”, few years ago.
Founded by Anne Wojcicki, the
company provides a series of data and
statistics about individuals’ genome to
everyone who is keen enough to send
his/her own spit to be examined. For
those who might not know, Wojcicki
is Sergei Brin’s wife, one of Google’s
chiefs and one of the main investors
of the project.

increasing amount of people is
starting to invest. Initially for few, this
field has been growing fast for two
reasons. On one hand the product is
very appealing.
A lot of people are in fact willing to
know their susceptibility to certain
diseases, or want to find remote
relatives. On the other hand, the
online promotion has been very
efficient and Internet inspired its
crowd-sourcing techniques. In fact, it
is thanks to the customer shift into a
willing donor of information (similar to

At the time the article I was reading
was published, the analysis of the
saliva by 23andMe cost thousand of
dollars and people raised funds online
to do it and discover the secrets of
their own helices. Now the price has
decreased to $399 and it can get as
low as $99 only if you agree to get a

a Google user that generates free
value for the company), that private
corporations have found legitimacy
even in scientific fields, bringing data
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collection methods to greatly
accelerate the progress of scientific
research.

http://www.genomicsnetwork.ac.uk/
cesagen/).The presentation was
about the convergence of web
2.0 platforms with consumer-oriented
genetics.
In that occasion O’Riordan, whose
book The Genome Incorporated:
Constructing Biodigital Identity
analyses the penetration of genomic
studies into media and society,
explained how new media have
become a key tool not only to make
research more popular but also to
structurally change some of its
dynamics.

By looking at it, it becomes clear that
the 23andMe‘s website has been
designed to convey scientific
legitimacy. Its background is white,
with green details that remind an
hospital environment. Moreover, it is
an intuitive and fun web 2.0 tool, with
colored icons, elegant rounded fonts
etc. In addition, the slogan “genetics
just got personal” written in lower
case font, and the tweets stream on
the homepage, immediately conveys
the Silicon Valley enthusiasm 2.0 that
permeates the entire operation.

Given the decrease of prices in the
last few years, it is inevitable to
imagine a near future in which genes
scanning will be free or almost free, in
which widgets and customized apps
will be used on blogs or Facebook to
share our biological profiles. Science
fiction dystopian scenarios, eugenics
societies where you need a certain
genetic pedigree to find a job,
inevitably come to mind. Considering
the current situation however, of
course these are highly unlikely

In any case, after reading the first
article on “Internazionale” I kind of
forgot about 23andMe. In January
2011, however, at the conference held
by the “Media, Communication and
Cultural Studies Association” in
Salford, I came across a presentation
by Kate O’Riordan, a researcher at
CESAGen
(

scenarios and sensationalist
exaggerations. But it is still important
to keep this field monitored in future.
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cloning phenomena started to be
considered a common practice
instead of being simply fiction, and
therefore it also become a key
element of our research.
The book was born because of the
great amount of material I collected
and because I have been studying this
field and the social aspects of
genomics for a long time. I had the
idea that media were a fundamental

In order to better understand the
positive or negative implications of
this constant implementation of
consumer-oriented genetics in our
everyday life, I asked a few questions
to Ms. O’Riordan.

channel for genomics to enter our
daily life. At the same time I had the
impression that there was a huge gap
in the literature related to the topic,
and between genomics as science
and its reception in people’s daily life.
On one hand genomics was still seen
as an incomprehensible techno
science and on the other hand it was
becoming routine.

Nicola Bozzi: Could you explain how
did you start working on the subject
of your book, The Incorporated
Genome? What kind of research are
you conducting at CESAGen?

Both on mass media and in the
academic world, the Human Genome
Project has been described as a
wonderful thing of the modern world,
as something transcendental. At the
same time however, the trivial reality

Kate O’Riordan: At CESAGen I worked
on public engagement and genes
media culture, genetics and cloning,
with a team of researchers made by
Maureen McNeil, Joan Haran and
Jenny Kitzinger. Since 2004, we are
following these fields on media,
interviewing scientists and journalists,
and talking with people through
groups, events and exhibitions, and
through a research project on Mass
Observation
http://www.massobs.org.uk/index.ht
m. When we wrote the first part of the
research we focused on human
cloning partly because in the UK the

was discussed by politicians and
appeared in reality shows, and
therefore the gap between the
wonder of science and the condition
of the common man seemed to grow.
The boost has been an attempt to
communicate these kinds of
contradictions, to try to understand
what was happening in this new
interface for genomics consumers,
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in Europe even less than in the US. In
some ways this is a typical new media
moment. Waves of publicity
generated by start-ups create
significant visibility, which at the same
time suggest the idea that we should
take advantage of genomics right
now, that we should, metaphorically
speaking, catch the wave. The
question is how many people will
actually do it, and what will be left
after the media coverage will start to
decrease. In the case of consumer
genomics the main actors are part of
a small technocratic elite, but the fact
that something is moving, despite
global recession, indicates that the
field will keep growing.

through a series of “media studies”
cases.

Nicola Bozzi: How did the chapter on
consumer genomics develop?
Kate O’Riordan: Consumer genomics
was really starting to grow while I was
writing this book. It just appeared in
reality shows in the UK and this event
created controversies and brought
public visibility to some key actors.
The Human Genetics Commission was
finalizing new policy actions in the
field, something they had been talking

One of the most visible companies in
this field, 23andMe, recently
announced that its database contains
100,000 genomes, and the Personal
Genome Project
(http://www.personalgenomes.org),
another non commercial, academic
and open source project, aims to
acquire another 100,000 people. If
you look at more specialized sectors
like ancestry testing, for several years
there has been a constant growth
thanks to consumers tests, and
therefore there are much more
precise statistics. At a global level
numbers are small, but the emerging
market shows that the most
important companies are all located in
the USA, except one, DeCode, which
is from Iceland.

about for long time. New companies
like 23andMe, Navigenics and
DeCodeMe seemed to keep
constantly growing and a new entire
journalism movement about health
and technology started, with
journalists and public figures taking
the test ad comparing their results.
Nicola Bozzi: How much is consumer
genomics actually spread nowadays?
Kate O’Riordan: We definitely talk
more about it than we actually use it,
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amount of material duties, but they
are strongly focused on new media.
As a customer, access and interaction
are online. The company asks its
customers to share genomic
information online with other
customers, it encourages people to
create genetic groups of interest and
genetic links.
Nicola Bozzi: Your presentation at
MECCSA focused on the
convergence of web 2.0 platforms
with consumer-oriented
genetics. Could you explain what do
you mean and how does it work?

The genomic information is presented
through a browser, a blog becomes

Kate O’Riordan: Web 2.0 is a
convergent platform, in the sense that
everything can pass through it: TV,
radio, movies, interpersonal
conversations, and a lot of data.
Consumer genomics is part of this
convergence, the majority of it is
about acquiring a technologically
savvy elite able to promote the
product and help to test its
marketability and its feasibility as a
biomedical research tool.

information both inside the 23andMe
online community, and on more
publicly accessible forums.

the main way of communication and
the only advertisement is in Silicon
valley. The company is very much part
of the computer working culture, and
customers leave their genomic

One of the challenges of this way of
circulation is that, in the name of
convergence, some fundamental
changes are blacked out. Web is
usually a participative, interactive and
empowering tool, while genomics has
a different story. Questions have been
raised about consent, whether
information is complete or not, and
worries about the way data can be
used to define what and who
constitutes human beings also started
to spread. The problem with
Facebook and the possibility to
upload everything online is that all
these concerns are mainly overturned
by the enthusiasm for the web.

I focused on 23andMe because it is a
key player in this field, besides being a
point of convergence. It is a start up
that comes from Silicon-valley, which
means it is located right in the middle
of the computer culture. It has an
office and people working for it, but
the delivery is online. They send the
samples to a lab and have a high
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journalists, or other media figures,

In this case convergence is also a sort
of re-branding, in which the concerns
related to biotechnology are largely
overturned by the language of
democracy and the individualism
associated to new media. In this shift,
the materiality of the upload, the fact
that we are talking about body tissues
and therefore that they are a different
medium, seem to be lost.

comparing results from different
companies and criticizing them when
they were differing.
The fact that different companies give
different information has been used
to cast doubt on this emerging
industry, saying that some of them
are trying to create a sort of
standardization. This is not a proof of
scam, but a proof of the amount of
data involved and the challenge of
making some sense out of it. The
results depend on the chips that are
used to process the information and
the databases used to compare them.
Somehow there is an extraction, as
you rightly implied in your question.
The genomic value is extracted from
individuals and what is taken is much
more valuable for the company than
for the individual. Of course this
relationship is not well balanced.
23andMe is pretty open about it and
asks customers to freely join a
research revolution that promises to
the public science goods in the future,
rather than an immediate profit in the
present.

Nicola Bozzi: The web 2.0 rhetoric is
very popular online, and it is often
used to extract value from a
community of consumers who work
for free to improve the service. What
does the consumer gain from the
analysis of his/her genome? Is it a fair
deal or not?
Kate O’Riordan: This is an interesting
question, that has been debated in
several contexts. Politicians,
scientists, bioethicists, businessmen,
journalists and scholars have all asked
themselves whether consumer
genomics is a scam or not, if it is
damaging or if it is of any medical
relevance. I already mentioned

Their goal is to take genomic research
out of the field strictly regulated by
scientific studies and bring it to the
realm of crowd-sourcing. This process
might have a return in terms of
medicines development.
Hypothetically we are talking about
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the medicines of the future, or other

together, everywhere. There was
antagonism between medical
professionals and companies of
consumer genomics who fight to
shape a new policy to answer the
question about who will get the
control of the meaning of genomic
information. For example, the British
Society for Human Genomics, which is
largely constituted by clinical
geneticists, warned about the dangers
of consumer genomics, and pursued
action against Genetic Health a British
private company active in the sector.

biomedical actions that will be
probably resold by the same elite that
is now generating these data.
Genome scanning doesn’t have a
diagnostic useful value. Ironically it
could be more useful to participate to
the scanning when you’re not looking
for medically relevant information.
Who takes advantage from it is who
has a general interest in genomics, an
interest for research, or who is testing
the methods for his/her own lab. Or
also people who want to show their
tech-savvy status. People who write
books or technology columns find the
topic highly productive. However, if
you want to know about your health
it’s better to see a doctor.

At the same time however consumer
genomics companies involved several
researchers and tests are made in
registered laboratories. DeCodeMe is
a good example of total integration of
these two areas. Although technically
bankrupt the company still operates.
In this specific case, the mix of
scientific community and commercial
goals is clear as this branch of
consumer genomics is in the database
of the Iceland’s health sector. The
commodification of this database is a
process on which Hilary Rose, in
2000, based a report for the British
Welcome Trust
(http://www.wellcome.ac.uk/Aboutus/Publications/Reports/Biomedicalethics/WTD003280.htm).

Nicola Bozzi: What is the relationship
between the commercial area of
consumer genomics and the scientific
community?

In terms of relations between science
and consumers, 23andMe has been
able to demonstrate, in one of their
publications

Kate O’Riordan: The scientific
community and the commercial areas
of science and technology are blend
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Consumer genomics has already
widespread and well-established
markets that emerged due to the
ancestry tests. However, if genomics
is only one of several ways to know
human life, why should people be
persuaded by its powers, and spend
time and money on the production of
more and more genomes? Moreover,
if genomics is complex and needs to
be contextualized by specialist
knowledge, why should the promise
of a democratization through web 2.0
be appealing? Of course the problem
is that genomics is not simply another
system of knowledge.

(
http://www.plosgenetics.org/article/
info:doi/10.1371/journal.pgen.1000993
) on the “PloS JournaLS”, that their
approach for samples collection can
be used for research.

The last part of the 20th century
witnessed the rise of genes and
genomes as a way to know biology.
And this image of genomics as the
truth-machine is problematic. The
British cultural critic Raymond
Williams once said that new
technologies act as vectors for older
and more conservative believes. The
above mentioned convergence seems
to be exactly the case.

Nicola Bozzi: What is in your opinion
the future of consumer genomics?
Kate O’Riordan: At the moment the
struggle between the Silicon Valley
deregulated digital media culture and
the highly regulated biomedical
research goes on. In the USA the Food
and Drug Administration (FDA) keeps
trying to regulate the field, while in
the UK the Human Genetics
Commission and others organizations
are trying to draft together a

Nicola Bozzi: What social effects do
you expect from a wider spreading of
this field?

voluntary codes of conduct. We are
moving towards standards and norms,
that will probably help to legitimate

Kate O’Riordan: At the moment an
important effect is the normalization
of the idea of uploading biomaterials
on a mediated ecology, and the future
expansion of biometric possibilities.
This biodigital dimension of media

the field. It might seem weird but
people working in this field welcome
regulations because they provide
legitimacy and a working system in an
otherwise unstable context.
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opens new possibilities for both
individual identity and identification
structures. Paying attention before
uploading blood and tissues seems to
be wise. Moreover, if the field rises
and gains more legitimacy, genomics
will strengthen its position has the
primary form of knowledge of biology,
and at the same time the power of the
technological elites will grow.
However, this could also bring
unexpected actions and creative
biopolitic strategies already present
nowadays, like bioart for example.

criticize it. This is a consequence of
the convergence in which media sell
science but at the same time also
create a new public, much more
critical other than only willing to obey.
Critique and consumerism run
therefore in the same channel.
Another aspect of this convergence is
the use of the 2.0 language to
encourage the scientific community
to be more easily accessible, like for
example by using open source
formats for data like wiki and
accelerate the processes of search.
Social media are a form of
promotional culture. In the scientific
field they have become a hot topic of
discussion and many see it as a new
form of science communication. In
this context social media are
becoming well integrated with the
most successful sources and there is a
lively pro-science blogosphere linked
to fundamental science
communicators such as Ben Goldacre
– http://www.badscience.net

Nicola Bozzi: In which other ways is
the language of social media used to
sell science, or to change its
perception?
Kate O’Riordan: In the case of
consumer genomics social media
have been used to increased the field
by involving a huge amount of
consumers/subjects that buy the
product and contribute to the
generation of data. At the same time
social media are also a platform where
to play with human genomics and
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Others see this phenomena as selling
science in a more general sense. The
spread belief in the UK is that public is
a bit blind for what concerns the great
benefits that science has to offer and
that there is an anti-science lobby
that boycotts the communication. In
this case social media are seen as a
good way to involve the scientific

public and make everything a bit
cooler. It is clear however that the line
between communication and
promotion is becoming always more
subtle.

https://www.23andme.com/
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Three Ghosts
Michael Szpakowski

averse to a game of chess. You mount
a step to a small white podium, sit
yourself down at a laptop, click on a
splendidly cheesy urinal icon and five
or ten minutes later retire,
comprehensively thrashed.
Kildall claims to have analysed
records of Duchamp’s games and then
incorporated his style of play into the
chess playing engine at the heart of
this piece. I have no way of knowing
whether these claims are true or
Duchampian. Given that the game of
chess is now, in a real sense, all sewn
up by the computer – done and
dusted – Kildall could as well have
merely embedded any fierce and high
level chess programme into his stage
set. It doesn’t matter. We buy it. The
ghost walks, or at least plays chess.
Our pride hurts. We were there, we
know.

And we shall play a game of chess –
Eliot, The Waste Land
Thunder. Second Apparition: A bloody
Child – Shakespeare, Macbeth, Act IV,
Scene 1
Other echoes, Inhabit the garden.
Shall we follow? Quick, said the bird,
find them, find them, round the
corner. Eliot, Four Quartets
Furtherfield Gallery is currently
haunted by three ghosts. And the
haunting is as stylish as we’ve come to
expect there  elegant, carefully
disposed and thoroughly goodlooking.
The first ghost is the ghost of Marcel
Duchamp, summoned by artist Scott
Kildall in the piece Playing Duchamp.
It’s an icily cheerful presence, not
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offensive, dumb and illiterate ones to
commentaries you could spend
quality time with. A brisk and cheery
little introductory video in the lovable
puppy-dog tones of Stern the überenthusiast, with more sober
interjections by Kildall, and a showreel of remixes by others with which
Stern and Kildall, with characteristic
boldness and generosity, opened out
the project.

And we reflect, as a result, not only on
Duchamp the retiree gentleman chess
player, but on the artist too; and there
is something in Kildall‘s conjuring that
underlines and honours an influence
that to me at least has not always
seemed entirely benign, especially
when we get down to the oh-s-numerous and mostly none too
bright epigones. (And, irredeemably
retinal, quite honestly the only thing
I’d actually want to spend any length
of time with is Nude Descending a
Staircase. The Large Glass is to me –

It’s all gripping, in a museological way,
but there’s no doubt that what we are
left with are traces, shadows and
fragments. Ghosts. It’s the perennial
difficulty of representing something
essentially performative and, as it
turned out, ephemeral  hard to avoid
simply documenting. But we can say a
few things (and of course one of the
interesting things about the project is
the huge volume of commentary it
has spawned, rendering it eminently
capable of being discussed and
footnoted on Wikipedia though not, of
course, itself flourishing there).

appropriately perhaps – dull. There, I
said it.) Kildall’s piece is precisely not
epigonic. It obliquely treats of
Duchampian themes but it is its own
work, genuinely engages and it could
well be the final such piece on the
subject that has the power so to do.
The second ghost is the ‘bloody child’
of the epigraph, Kildall and Nathaniel
Stern‘s now notorious Wikipedia Art.
The original work, an attempt to use
Wikipedia as, not simply an art
platform (misunderstood by many
thus; hence: ‘why don’t you start your
own Wiki and put your art on that?’)
but to embed a generative, or at least
multiply-authored work within
Wikipedia according to its own rules
and logic, was still born or, rather, had
its infant brains dashed out on the
rocks.
What remains? Acres of print-outs of
discussion, ranging from the

We can say that in a period when the
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word ‘investigate’ is massively
overused in an art context, and usually
quite fatuously so, Wikipedia Art
genuinely did the job. It uncovered
stuff and forced it to the surface, into
the light. Like the irritant which
begets the pearl, it forced the
Wikipedia organism to put on display
some truths about its own structure:
the cyber-serf labour force, the
deeply conservative priesthood of
initiates with an ever proliferating set
of arcane and bureaucratic rules and a
pitifully rudimentary and apparently
uncontested notion of what
constitutes knowledge. Also – and this
needs to be said – idealism,
generosity and genuine hurt at
perceived mockery, slight or
vandalism.

herald it). Artists are often the storm
petrels of looming social convulsion
and one can see why Wikipedia,
familiar to and used by millions,
standing Janus faced on the cusp of
idealism and cynical routinism, might
be an early test case of interesting
times to come.
Lastly, the tutelary spirit of Nathaniel
Stern‘s Given Time is the ghost of
Félix González-Torres. In 1991
González-Torres created – assembled
– a work, Untitled (Perfect Lovers) in
which two battery powered clocks,
set initially to the same time, sit side
by side, eventually falling out of
synchronisation as the batteries fail
and they weaken and die at slightly
different rates. Stern explicitly
acknowledges this as a source (I say
source rather than influence;
influence is too weak) of Given Time.
If it was a piece of music one might
call it variation on a theme of. Stern
retains the delicacy, tact, grace and
indeed ‘deep structure’ of the original
piece whilst inserting these into a new
context (and this move will have
consequences).

We can say too, that in Kildall and
Stern‘s attempt to do something that,
frankly, looked from the start doomed
to failure, there was a beautiful and
inspiring utopianism. An act of willing
life into being in the face of dullness.
Defiance. Something convulsive. And
that act of sheer will (something
about its heroic, impossibilist quality,
made me quote the slogan of 1968,
“Sous Les Pavés, La Plage!”, early on in
proceedings) in turn shines an
unforgiving spotlight back on what is
dull, unimaginative and routine.
I suspect in the longer run Wikipedia
Art will prove to be about a good deal
more than Wikipedia (or at least it will
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mean it in a slighting way. Some of
the most powerful emotions of my life
were connected with the explosive
impact of relatively banal and
schematic illustration, which I had not
then learned was a type. Stern’s piece
returns me to that childish
consciousness. I find myself
speculating, in very much the same
way as I wondered as a child, what it
would be like to live inside a book or
what furniture thought, what the two
avatars are feeling.

Given Time is easy to describe. Two
Second Life avatars, projected from
machines that are permanently
logged in there, ‘hover’ in ‘mid-air’,
‘facing each other’ on opposing
screens, such that each ‘figure’ is
‘seen’ through the ‘eyes’ of the other
(I’ll stop now – you got the idea). The
figures hover, blinking occasionally
and from time to time moving
vertically, slightly up and down as if
subject to a strong breeze, though
anchored invisibly.
In the distance, behind each figure,
are mountains. Nearer by are reed
beds and water. The water does not
move, though it reflects the land
above it. The mountains behind one
avatar are darker and higher than the
others, and there is a strong sense of
the directionality of the light (and this
was the same on the two periods, of
an hour or so, I spent with the piece. I
gather it is sometimes night.)

It’s not only González-Torres‘ concept
Stern honours. González-Torres was
interested in found and appropriated
objects (often banal, mass produced,
indistinguishable multiples) which he
imbued with an extraordinarily potent
poetry by giving them a twist (not the
twist of a thriller or soap opera but a
Möbius twist, around a hidden corner)
and Stern brings the Given
same intense
Time
poetic parsimony to
. The
birds that hover and call around the
two figures were an off the shelf buy
(there’s a wonderful moment during

For me the overwhelming association
of the piece, or at least of its look, is
children’s book illustration. I don’t
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one pass of the bird on the darker

is clearly so. However it seems to me
the piece is also very much about
death. The figures hover there forever
(and the upload-our-brainsto-computer crew spring forcefully to
mind here) in a setting which is
beautiful but finally cyclic and
predictable. We go round and round.
The slightly jerky movements as the
figures deviate from their invisible
tethers suggest, if not crucifixion, at
the least a kind of imprisonment
(perhaps the good old science fiction
force-field trope).

screen as it dips behind a distant
mountain and we realise its wingspan
would be ten yards or more ‘in reality’
to be consistent with what we see).
Second Life itself, of course is off the
shelf in the Web 2.0 sense. The reeds
which wave in front of each figure’s
feet have a curiously of-a-piece
awkwardness. However, the two
figures are anything but parsimonious
in execution  carefully and richly
drawn in pastels, graphite and
charcoal they have a strong sense
both of visual interrelatedness and of

Again: how would that feel? What do
they think? Love they might, for ever
and a day, but their immortal stasis
takes them further and further away
from what it is to be a human being,
which is to live and die in time (and
which Perfect Lovers expresses so
clearly; that piece made shortly after
the diagnosis with HIV of his lover,
Ross Laycock, five years later
González-Torres himself was gone).

individual character. (It will be
interesting to see the ‘patina’ that
time brings to them. In thirty years I
suspect we’ll see them as archetypes
of men of about Stern’s age at the end
of the noughties… more anchored in
time and richer with wear in the same
way as the characters in older movies
are now).
It is this assemblage quality: the thin,
the found, the patched, the borrowed
and the luxuriant too, that lends the
work much of its power  it sings out
that it is a work: a complex weave of
inter-related symbols, eye candy,
suggestion and reference. Some of it
we encompass intellectually, some we
feel, some passes us, but not others,
by.
Stern claims the work is about
(continues) the theme of love, and this

In speaking as strongly as it does to
our temporality the work allows the
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evident I don’t, of course, believe in
the supernatural. The ghosts here are
metaphors and, like all metaphors,
have their limits. They can help to limn
the concrete but never encompass its
concreteness (see hauntology for the
thing over-shoehorned). I do however
believe in enchantment.

spectator – a breathing, pulsing
human being, who was born and will
die, who has been Given (a little,
specific) Time – to experience a sharp
and painful beauty that the immortals
will never be able to experience.
Finally, just to be clear, it should be
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Ethical Economy. The New Redistribution Of
Value
Zoe Romano

introduces to ethical economics and
interprets the begin of a new, radically
different economic system in which
production is mainly collaborative and
social, and in which the value is based
on the quality of social interactions
and relationships rather than on the
quantity of productive time.
The book however is not only made of
theories. The authors’ approach,
which makes everything much more
interesting, is based on the need to
make this paradigm to work, real
projects like for example the
development of a software that
allows the declaration and the
transparent rating of their own values,
and their use in a community of
reference. This interview tries to rise
these issues.

Ethical consumerism, fair trade,
socially responsible investments and
corporate social responsibility are all
phenomena on the rise. At the same
time there are also virtual and local
currencies and peer-2-peer rating
systems that make the creation and
redistribution of value in globalized
social communities that share a set of
common values, more real.
At first sight it could seem a more
ethical spreading of traditional
economy, but there is a soon-to-e-released book that sees these
phenomena as a more structural
change and the rise of a new
paradigm.

Ethical Economy (Columbia University
Press), written by Adam Arvidsson in
collaboration with Nicolai Peitersen,
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Zoe Romano: How do you see ethical
phenomena like the signal of the
emergence of a new way of
production (what you call ‘Ethical
Economy’) in addition to the
emergence of a market niche, term
often used and abused to clean up the
image of a company? Are we really
facing a substanstial change?

but also because they tend to be
highly independent in conferring a
value to the productive contribution
of their members.
In the book, we suggest that the
productive publics are becoming
increasingly influential in the
information economy, not only in
alternative circuits, like Free Software,
but also within the corporate
economy itself, especially around the
immaterial assets that in some sectors
reach two thirds of the market value.
As a result, there is recent growing
emphasis on ethics and social
responsibility in corporations which

Adam Arvidsson & Nicolai Peitersen:
The reason why these phenomena do
not represent only a market niche is
because they are the companies and
brands rational response to a deeper
structural change. This deep
transformation is made of two main
elements. On one hand there is the
rise of what we call “the productive
publics” and on the other hand the
growing of the economy reputation.

can be understood as an attempt to
accommodate the orders of worth
promoted by the productive publics.

In the book we show how the
“productive publics” are becoming
increasingly important for the
organization of both the immaterial
and the material. The “productive
publics” identify collaborative
networks of strangers who interact in
a highly mediatic way (which often
doesn’t need the use of informatic
networks or social media) and who
coordinate their interactions through
sharing a common set of values. By
coordinating production in such way,
the productive publics are different
from markets and bureaucracies, not
only because they allow to consider as
good reasons a wider range of issues,

The other transformation is a
consequence of the first one.
Companies and brands, as well as
knowledge workers, are evaluated by
other members of the publics to
which they belong, based on specific
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values to which that particular public
is devoted. This evaluation leads to a
reputation value that can be
quantified through direct ratings, e.g.
the number of re-tweets, the number
of “likes” and any other kind of feeling
expression.
The brand and company’s reputation
in the publics determines its ability to
attract talent and push it to overcome

Zoe Romano: Accepting that we are in
front of a new mode of production
and creation of value, what are the
new exploitation tools? Is ethical
exploitation some kind of selfexploitation?

its duty; engaging non-salaried people
(ie the productive publics) in codeveloping products and services; and
to establish a convention of value
among consumers that distinguishes
the company and its products from its

Adam Arvidsson & Nicolai Peitersen:
Exploitation is a universal phenomena.
We need to find out how it takes
place and how wide it is. We believe
that ethical economy harbors the
possibility of a new way to reconnect
economy to society and thus to
democratize the economy, especially
for what concerns the value of
attribution and distribution issues.
Even if unable to eliminate
explotation itself, this model could
potentially lower the exploitation level
of the system if we compare it to the
present neoliberal model.

competitors. This is the main driver
behind the growing importance of the
reputation, which brings corporate
investments towards CSR and ethical
consumerism.
So, yes, CSR, ethical consumerism,
corporate values and so on are an
illusion, but this illusion has been
placed there to manage a trend that is
much more important: the
socialization not only of wealth
production (as it happens in
productive publics) but also the ability
to determine the value of that wealth
through the economy of reputation. It
is this double tendency that we try to
capture the core of this book.

New forms of exploitation are less
related to the marxist idea of ‘theft of
labor time’ and more connected to
the ability of common resources
wealth appropriation, resources that
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Within management thought, this has

derive form heavily socialized
productive networks. An ethical
economy based on reputation might
become a way to determine, in a
more democratic way, who can
legitimately claim those resources and
in which amount…

been debated for a long time. There is
a general recognition that the true key
to value is the ability to create
shortage like in a ‘culture that lean
toward innovation’ or a brand that
offers a unique experience and so on.
The fact that the value shifts from
things to the ability to enable people

Zoe Romano: In the introduction of
your book you write: “In a universalist
ethical system the value of one’s
virtue depends on its ability to
contribute to the realization of
universal principles of moral conduct.
In a system of networked ethics, the
value of one’s virtue depends on the
positive difference made by people
who live close to each network.” In
this way reputation becomes a useful
measure of the productive power that
can be translated into non-monetary
gratification but it also works as
capital used to mobilize resources and
start new projects.

to create cohesion among things is
not new.
The same principle is applied to the
alternative of productive publics, like
the Free Software communities. What
really makes these productive
moments to work is not the technical
abilities per se but the ability to create
an experience of affective proximity,
that motivates people to make a
contribution and that is able to
identify and attract skilled individuals.

On the one hand we are assisting at
an abundance of social production
while at the same time we face a new
kind of shortage: the ability to make
sustainable social relations that are
able to start a cooperative production.
Insufficient is the ability to create
something together, a koinonia, in a
situation of diversity and complexity.
Can you list some practical example of
these kind of situations and explain
what are the power games at stake?

What are the power dynamics at
stake? Well of course, we live in a
mediatic system that is dominated by
extremely wealthy actors, so the

Adam Arvidsson & Nicolai Peitersen:
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general sentiment, self branding

ability to create ethic capital comes
from their market power. However,
we think that a new media system is
coming, in which power is or could be
distributed more equally and in which
the evaluation of that capital happens
in ways that allow wider deliberative
processes. Yet, this is still a possibility
and not a necessity, a lot depends on
how media are regulated.

implies a virtuous conduct. When this
mechanism is limited, self branding
can become much easily manipulative

For example, will Facebook be able to
make data mining on its 500 millions
of users? Should it be possible to
exclude other actors from the access
of such datas? Facebook datas, for
example, would be an excellent
resource to create a system able to
obtain a peer-based evaluation of
corporate social impact. It is
important to start facing these
political issues that concern, for
example, the way to rethink the
access to datas.

Zoe Romano: How the European
funded project Openwear experiment
these theories?
Adam Arvidsson & Nicolai Peitersen:
In order to create an open and
collaborative brand built on
“productive publics”, we need to
establish an economy of reputation.
Openwear
(http://www.openwear.org/) is trying
to build a global community of
fashion designers and textile workers
in which design is made through
collaboration and production
develops locally. The only way to
ensure the trust and quality of such
open systems is by measuring the
reputation of each actor, by referring
to the conventional value established
by the community. This is also how
eBay works.

Zoe Romano: What is the difference
between Reputation and Self
Branding?
Adam Arvidsson & Nicolai Peitersen:
Self Branding is a form of reputation
management, which usually does not
cause any problem. Problems rather
lie on the way the public sphere is
structured and in which these
processes are put into practice. In a
situation in which the determination
of the value is based on peer-based
processes, starting from what we call
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collection. In addition, measuring the
peer-based reputation also enables
Openwear to reallocate its profits to
its own community, calculated on the
base of the level of value that every
individual contributed to make.

Without the rating of sellers and
buyers, an open marketplace like eBay
would not be possible. Openwear oes
one a step further as the ethical
capital that you accumulate can be
used to produce, and not only to sell.
For example, a big ethical capital
stock would give you the opportunity
to attract the best designers, suppliers
and makers to create your fashion

http://www.ethicaleconomy.com/inf
o/book
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The Truth Of Experience. Notes Of Expanded
Photography
Alfredo Cramerotti

Furthermore, it can no longer be
solely attached to a camera-based
activity, typical of a certain discourse
of photography (including street
photography, for instance) since now
the act of making, manipulating,
distributing and ‘digesting’ pictures is
hybridized by devices like mobile
phones and computers but, also,
glasses (Polaroid), TV sets, game
consoles and so on.

The idea of expanded photography is
an attempt (one among many) to
make sense of photography ‘in
excess’, that is, how it transcends its
established definition. It takes on
board the fact that photography may
no longer be subdivided and talked
about according to genres but, rather,
is a sort of visual alphabet and a visual
database.
Significantly, its various categories
have been reconfigured, blurring the
boundaries between scientific,
journalistic, personal, commercial or
art photography. It’s as though our
society has freed image-making from
specific applications, and rendered
the photographic image an
autonomous subject on its own,
detached from any function or
relation.

The Photographical
Everyone can see, in his/her own daily
activities, that photography has
dissolved into a magma of images (is
this a tautology? Are photographs and
images the same?); in other words,
photography is losing its historical and
medium specificity, and expanding its
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scope. It is our daily fare. How many
pictures have you been included in,
have you absorbed, triggered or
generated today? We are all, more
than ever, ‘implicated’ in photography
whether we like it or not. We
constitute ourselves both as
individuals and communities through
this visual alphabet and database, a
language that is neither written nor
verbal, but visual.

most is images. They have become a
commodity. We trade our existence in
images, and we shape ourselves
through them.
We need to refer to images (and
image-making) in order to act
politically, socially, and culturally. An
expanded photography is now the set
of conditions that facilitates our
awareness of such interconnected
layers  a visual system that searches,
finds and acts out meaning as it

We could define this constitutive
visual language as ‘the
photographical’. Drawing a parallel
with, yet taking a specific character
from, the notion of expanded cinema,
this way of reasoning implicates
photography as a multi-faceted,
expanded feature of our living that
cross-references fields such as massmedia, economics, politics, law and
social science.

constitutes it (with or without
camera). Recollected, imagined or
existing photographs contribute to
our knowledge and perception of the
world and of ourselves. Thus
expanded photography is an
approach to life that, nevertheless
passes through different stages, visual
systems, signs and formats. The
photographical functions as
hyperimage, translating and
transcoding visual information from
one format to another.

The photographical is a whole body of
experience that embraces (and is
mediated by) a great variety of
relations, interests and possibilities to
become the main manifestation and
constitutive element of our human
condition in the 21st century. This
process is not only taking place in, but
also through, the public realm. The
visualization of our acts, stories and
thoughts is what now constitutes the
main discourse of the public realm.
There’s no public sphere without the
sharing of experiences and opinions,
and in our age what we share the
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photography is a mechanism that

We, Who Make It Happens

transforms reality into images, we can

We commonly relate our idea of
photography to imagination, truth,
memory and history  regardless of
whether it is staged, studio, candid or
street photography. But as we move
in space (physical, imagined or virtual
locations) and time (linear or alinear),
photography allows us to create new
connections between forms of
communication and expression of the
self

invert the terms and see the
photographer as a translator, as a
facilitator of narratives.

An expanded concept of photography
 like the film and video practices of
expanded cinema  alters the socalled ‘architecture of reception’,
transcending the historical and
cultural experience of the viewer. It
also helps to change the generative
aspects of image-making itself,
transforming photographic practice
into something heterogeneous,
performative, seamless and infinite.
This is more than simply taking a
picture or inventing an image. As
outlined above, it is about
constituting the self visually.

The reception of photography is a
process of formation, a fluid space of
intermingling interests, practices,
expectations and ideas. The fact that
photographs can be printed and
passed from hand to hand,
reproduced in books, newspapers and
magazines, projected in galleries,
community centres and public spaces,
broadcast on television, streamed
online or even processed by software
that translate audio and sonic impulse
in images, reveals that photography is
clearly a matter of dissemination, and
not of genre

Producers, mediators and receivers,
all act as translators, not really
engaging with their subjects directly,
but with the narratives in which these
people’s lives are entangled. That is
precisely where ‘the public realm’
comes in, as it is generated, shaped
and understood by these acts of
translation. Instead of assuming that

If today the important element is not
‘what’ information but ‘how’
information is delivered, then it is
essential to understand the forms of
communication that bring us
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information. It is photography in its
expanded dimension that mostly
plays this role.

The here and now, actualized
The image-making process is always
and necessarily the ‘making of
meaning’. The process continually
melds past, present and future,
cognition and emotion.

Ultimately, it is a matter of changed
perspective: understanding the
viewer as someone who generates,
‘works on’ and transgresses the
image. Someone who brings
him/herself into the image while
showing and absorbing what the
image is about. We partake in the
labour of imaging and representing;
each of us intervenes in the imagemaking and claims space for her or
himself in the story of a witness, in an
archive, in the report of a journalist, in
the presentation of a scientist.

Expanded photography requires the
photographical entering a mutual
relationship with other economies,
including art, mass media,
architecture, science and law, while
constantly shifting society’s
perception of itself through nonphotographic disciplines. Its vehicles
of communication are curatorial
practices, education, media and
publishing, but they concern projects
that are ‘implicitly’ rather than
‘explicitly’ photographic.

Non c’è più “l’esterno”al visibiledal
momento in cuisiamo costituitida
esso. Mi rendo conto di
essererecalcitrante su questo
punto.Tuttavia,potrebbe essere
possibile chel’immagine elo
spettatore siano incastratiin un
rapporto infinitamente reciproco?

When artists, editors, producers,
cultural mediators and curators open
up a space to cross boundaries with
other realms of society, a daunting
terrain suddenly materializes. In fact,
both producers and consumers
become active participants in the
process, since they become part of
the information chain, a segment of
the sequence of ‘knowledge’.
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Inscribing oneself into the image and
image-making process is the only way
left to participate in life: moving into
the core of the image, into the work
and the discourse that lies behind the
image and becoming part of it, as well
as of the medium. Expanded
photography is, thus, about
experiential truth.
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A New Dark Age For Dutch Culture
Annette Wolfsberger

recommendations made to him on
this subject, including those from the
Arts Council (the government’s official
advisory body). Subsidies for a limited
number of ‘world-class institutes’
such as the Nederlandse Opera, which
already receive a substantial portion
of the existing budget, will be
maintained. As far as Zijlstra is
concerned, most of the other
institutes can disappear – they will no
longer be able to rely on structural
support from the government.

This letter has been written for this
edition of Digimag and is signed by
the whole staff at “Sonic Acts” Festival
in Amsterdam: Arie Altena, Lucas van
der Velden, Martijn van Boven,
Annette Wolfsberger, Nicky Assmann,
Femke Herregraven, Gideon Kiers
The letter ‘Meer dan kwaliteit’ (‘More
than Quality’) by the State Secretary
for Culture, Halbe Zijlstra (VVD,
People’s Party for Freedom and
Democracy) arrived in the electronic
mailboxes of Dutch art and cultural
institutes on Friday, 10 June 2011. It
stated that €200 million would be
brutally slashed from the arts and
culture budget, starting as early as 1
January 2013.

This not only applies to all the
production houses for theatres, half of
the orchestras, the Muziekcentrum
Nederland (formed in a recent
merger), the Foundation Art and
Public Domain (SKOR), renowned
exhibition spaces and research
facilities for visual art such as De

Apparently, Zijlstra, who admits that
he lacks any understanding of art and
culture, has blatantly ignored all the
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Appel, but also to the entirely new
media sector with its internationally
acclaimed institutes such as V2_, the
Netherlands Media Art Institute
(NIMk), Mediamatic, WORM, the Waag
Society and STEIM, as well as to the
Rijksakademie, de Ateliers and the
Jan van Eyck Academy.

phrase is contradicted by the

Support for critical-analytical journals
such as “Open” and “Metropolis M”,
and for the literary magazines,
including “De Gids”, will be
discontinued. Furthermore, the
budget that will be allocated to
project subsidies, i.e., for individual
artists, one-off projects and festivals,
will be more than halved. Only
‘international world-class talent’ and
art that has already proven itself will
remain.

contempt for the wealth of

proposed regulations.
The letter brims with resentment
towards innovative and investigative
art, towards groundbreaking art, art
that cannot survive if it is only
supported by the market. The letter
expresses contempt for artists’ works,
experiences that art can provide, and
contempt for people who enjoy it. The
contributions that art makes to
society and innovation have been
completely ignored. The idea that
sustaining art and culture is in the
public interest is negated; in fact, the
notion of the public interest is ignored
altogether. The right for works to exist
is reserved only for those works that
‘the market’ – whatever that might be
– or wealthy patrons will support.
Zijlstra’s letter is nothing more than a
dictatorial ruling. We are being
spurred to our downfall by populist
neo-liberalist policies.

This is not merely the austerity plan
that was anticipated from a centreright minority cabinet that is at the
beck and call of the populist PVV
(Party for Freedom): it is a direct
attack on art, an attack on anything
that does not fit into a market
economy, on anything that refuses to,
or cannot be, adapted to a populisttinted, neo-liberal mindset. It marks
the end of a cultural sector that was
birthed with a great deal of effort and
difficulty. His letter does include a few
obligatory sentences that could fool a
hasty reader into thinking that there
actually is a coherent vision behind
this policy, but each substantive

There are absolutely no policy reasons
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This means that from 1 January 2013

for the €200 million of cutbacks. This
deal was struck with the PVV in
exchange for its support in parliament
of the minority cabinet. The intention
is to inflict irreparable damage on an
entire profession. Zijlstra is striving to
decimate and eliminate this
professional group’s creative,
innovative and critical potential. Not a
single member of his own party (VVD),
or anyone from its coalition partner,
the CDA (Christian Democratic Party)
has opposed him. As far as they are
concerned, traditional art is merely
the superfluous ornamentation of a
society. Contemporary art is labelled
as alienating, and even, although no
one actually says it out loud, as
‘degenerate art’.

no money and thus no time will be
made available to create unique or
ambitious artworks, for fundamental
research, for developing complex
technological works, for art that
critically examines our complicated
world, for artworks that enrich society
and people in sometimes unparalleled
ways. What remains is ‘music for the
millions’; all the rest will be amateur
art. Artists who are driven by their
craft will have to create their art in
their spare time. Cultural vitality will
disappear, as will the economic
vitality that is driven by art. We can
forget about innovation and
international allure entirely.

Prioritising world-class talent implies
that the State Secretary makes a
distinction between ‘art that has
already proven itself’ and all other art.
This is illogical and downright
ignorant. Art is in a state of constant
change, it reflects on a society and
the time in which we live, it is
frequently at odds with accepted
norms and values, and reveals new
and unexpected perspectives. Zijlstra
is of the opinion that there is only
room for art from the distant past, for
cultural heritage such as centuries-old
ballet, opera, classical music and
visual art. But classical art only has
meaning in the context of new art,
they enhance each other and validate
each other’s existence.

Of course, the situation as it stands at
the moment can and should be
criticised. For a long time many of
those who are active in the sector
have been dissatisfied with the ways
in which funds are allocated. But
Zijlstra’s plan has brought an abrupt
end to this discussion, as well as to
the discussion about how funds can
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best be used to stimulate culture. He
has opted for the simplest solution:
get rid of it all.

closely-knit, high-quality and multifaceted network of cultural
opportunities in our country,” and
continued, “The policy being
proposed lacks the standards of
quality which are necessary in a

Reactions to the proposals have been
manifold, and they have naturally
provoked a rebellion by artists and the
employees at the affected institutes.
It has also inflamed a furious backlash
from private funding organisations,
wealthy right-wing culture
aficionados and patrons – after all,
Zijlstra’s intention is that they should
fund the arts sector. During the
parliamentary hearings they
repeatedly reminded Zijlstra that the
Netherlands is a country where
private sponsorship of the arts has
always been in short supply, and that
there are almost no financial
incentives for patrons.They stated
resolutely that they feel betrayed,
burdened with the impossible task of
saving art, and declared in no
uncertain terms that the government
has revealed itself to be an
untrustworthy partner.

democratic, constitutional society.”
This sentence is worth reading twice.
It should be a cause of concern for
everyone that a minority cabinet with
the feeble support of a parliamentary
majority of only one seat would take
such draconian and drastic measures
without paying any heed to the other
half, which has only one seat less than
the ruling coalition. Zijlstra
shamelessly admits that the proposals
have no basis in fact, and display a
total lack of sympathy for the field.
This undemocratic attitude only
compounds the suspicions about this
government’s much more drastic
proposals for cutbacks in health care,
education and pension schemes, and
it underscores the steps they are (not)
taking to discipline the financial
sector.

In their opinion, the proposed policy is
offensive, irresponsible and counterproductive. Rick van der Ploeg, a
leading economist, a former State
Secretary of Culture and a proponent
of professionalising the economic
aspects of art, wrote in the NRC
(national newspaper) that it is “a
measure of their brazen brutality that
this cabinet wants to be remembered
for its irreversible butchering of a
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Despite all the government’s hollow
arguments, nobody has actually
explained why these cultural cutbacks
are necessary. All those who were
asked to make recommendations
about the plan advised against it in
the strongest possible terms, and all
of the unsolicited recommendations
were negative too. There is
unanimous agreement that the plans
will have disastrous consequences. A
staggering number of institutes will
have to be closed and there will be
very little funding for artists.

professionals working in the
knowledge industry will no longer
consider basing themselves in the
cultural wasteland that the
Netherlands will become.
The government has disdainfully cast
aside all the recommendations and is
bulldozing ahead with its plans. The
only possible conclusion that can be
drawn is that they are intent on the
wide-scale eradication of art and
culture in the Netherlands. Halving
the project subsidies – in an arts
budget that was one of the lowest in
Europe, even before the cutbacks –

There will be a wide-scale destruction
of capital, costs will not be offset by
the profits, and the Netherlands will
be downgraded to a cultural
backwater. It is clear what the
implications of this will be for the
cultural and economic business
climate: international companies or

means that art in the Netherlands will
cease to exist in its current form and
diversity. After 600 years of growth
and progress that started in the
Renaissance, the Netherlands will
once again find itself in a Dark Age.
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The Naples Academy. Training To New
Technologies For Art
Pasquale Napolitano

technology and creativity coexist
together.
Part of this scenario is the NTA (New
Technologies of Art) a three-years
course that trains students in the field
of artistic research with the aim to
bring new and fresh solutions in the
fields of new technologies and
communication. As Giovanna Cassese,
the Academy’s Director, points out,

Naples Academy of Fine Arts is one of
the oldest and most prestigious Italian
academies. It was founded in 1752 by
Charles III of Borbone with the aim to
“educate” young artists. Until a few
decades ago, it was the only academy
in the South of Italy.

“The course is really important, new
technologies have always found its
own place in the Academy. That’s the
reason why such courses deserve our
support. We want to train artists that
will be able to excel in every artistic
field, in terms of research and
innovation, which also include the
field of new media art.”

The Academy of Fine Arts is an
important place to study arts in
Naples and in Southern Italy. New
generations of artists educated there
and its foreign professors created a
great melting pot of culture.
Nowadays, Naples Academy educates
around 1,500 students and aims to
train future artistic creators, not only
in the field of representational arts,
but also in the field of creativity
applied to the use of new media,
graphic design, renovation, and art
education in a place where
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Last year I was lucky enough to attend
this course, which represents a great
exception in the public education
panorama. It is like an excellent
laboratory in the Mediterranean area
where teaching means also
participation, daily knowledge
sharing, circulation of and
simultaneous access to information.

produced and keeps producing a lot
of good work that was awarded with
several prizes it is certainly extremely
valuable”.
At the end of the academic year and
after the project Uomo 2.0 presented
in May at the Naples French Institute,
we can talk about this experience
with Franz Iandolo, Professor of
Techniques of New Integrated Media

It is probably the only public reality in
Southern Italy to offer a range of
knowledge that can combine different
fields like programming, designing,
planning and realization of new
technologies specific interventions,
designing and realization of
audiovisual and multi-media
interactive works. Such reality can use
artistic experimentation with specific
technologic and multi-media
languages, and can be applied to the
fields of digital, multi-media,
interactive and performative visual
arts, but also to the fields of cinema
and web.

and NTA coordinator. The Uomo 2.0
project is an experiment that revealed
NTA’s real nature. No works were
shown, only NTA ideas, concepts, and
dialectical processes.

“The project started well since the
beginning, based on great amount of
research and supported by an intense

Pasquale Napolitano: Franz, how did
the NTA project begin? Why did you

work of coordination. Through the
years we have created a team of
extremely competent professors able
to convince students to participate
with passion” said the director of the
school. And he added: “For all these
reasons the NTA Course is a project
with great perspectives of growth.
The fact that such course already

decide to start this project?
Franz Iandolo: It came along naturally!
Despite the opportunities coming
from the process of evolution of the
Academy of Fine Arts, we felt it was
natural to find a new path for an
experimentation that was already
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experiment and create new works

taking place in some labs, particularly
the one I came from (Quarta Pittura
with Nini Sgambati). The borders
between arts have been increasingly
overcome by experiences able to
integrate different categories  e. g.
the Fluxus experience during the ’60s
in the name of what they called “total
art”, a combination of music, theatre,
cinema, with happenings and
technologic experimentations.

that we can experiment on the real
world. The goal of this institution is to
educate artists to develop a special
care for the use of new technologies.

Such artists started a new way to
make art, a way we are still covering.
If art is communication, it is extremely
important for us to study the new
possibilities offered by the web and
new communication technologies. We
depart from the subject of integrated
digital media, which is also the subject
of the course I teach

Pasquale Napolitano: During its first
three years how did NTA develop?
Franz Iandolo: The process has been
difficult, but also extremely exciting.
Despite the uneasy conditions of
Italian public education and the lack
of funding, the director Giovanna
Cassese has strongly supported the
development of the laboratory
experience and our work. The success
achieved by our job allowed us to
acquire technologies and materials for
our experimentations and, most of all,
students “devoted” to these kind of
activities. We started with 25 students
and now we have than 200 to follow
this three-year course!

Pasquale Napolitano: How would you
explain a special project like NTA,
especially to those who do not know
it?
Franz Iandolo: It is a three-year course
(followed by a two-year
specialization) with laboratory
experience at its core. Students’
academic life focuses on the skills
they can learn during the courses.
These courses, like for example,
Multi-media Design, Digital video,
Computer graphic, Video-installation,
Sound design, Net art, Web design,
and more, are then brought into the
laboratory experience with the aim to

In 2008 some works created by our
students won national and
international awards. Sin-tesi won the
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first prize for “Technological Arts” at
the “Premio Nazionale delle Arti” in
Catania, while Uomo Globale, was
displayed at the Ercolano Virtual
Museum of Archaeology (MAV).

year course at NTA?

With the collaboration of the
Department of Sociology of Naples
University and the Digital Cultures’
Sociology course held by Prof. De
Kerckhove, we organized an
international convention attended by
the universities of Nice, Barcelona,
and Bilbao.

technology as a medium of
communication. Like in the case of Io
mi rifiuto, experimentation born

Franz Iandolo: The course is focused
on experimentations in the field of
technologies and trains students to
practice a form of art that uses

during the Net Art course, the course
focuses on the system of viral
communications, social networks and
web 2.0.
Pasquale Napolitano: What is the
aesthetic output that a student (but
also a professor) has to face as his
own aesthetic and technical goal?

In 2010 we worked on an
experimentation that involved all the
students and created the work Insert
Scorie  a combination of several skills
(and teaching activities) that was
presented and showed during the
final exhibition of the “Premio
Nazionale delle Arti”. It was also
named to the special mention for the
quality of the experimentation.

Franz Iandolo: We think we already
achieved that goal. In the field of
research, there is no limit and goals
are countless. I think that different
professionals should start to dialogue,
and I am sure that a course like ours
can offer a laboratory where
engineering, medicine, physics,
chemistry and humanistic subjects,
but also sociology (we are in contact
with professors like De Kerckhove)
can gather together and begin a
process able to put theory into
practice. We should look at the United
States, where this process is already
happening, and work on this
opportunity that creates amazing
possibilities of collective and shared

Pasquale Napolitano: What kind of
artist do you train during the three-

growth.
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our lives, and the massive use of
technological prosthesis that
empower ourselves, like mobile
phones, screens, debit cards, but also
airplanes, robots (also in the sense of
remote microsurgery), computers,
lasers etc. how could we describe
such complexity that goes beyond the
limits of our bodies? The answer is the
Net. For example, the arm is made by
five monitors – one for the shoulder,
one for the arm, one for the elbow,
one for the forearm, one for the hand.

Pasquale Napolitano: In your opinion,
what is the most important project of
the Academy?

The monitors are connected to
computers connected to the net. The
computers are equipped with a
simple firefox Plug-in (cooliris) which
is, like every searching tool, instructed
to search photos and videos of that
part of the body, e.g. the hand. In real
time it conveys the images to the
related monitor. The result is an image
of a body made of thousands of
different bodies coming from all over
the net.

Franz Iandolo: With no doubts, our
last project Uomo 2.0. However, it
could also be the first one, Sin-tesi,
the thesis of some graduates, a
project that started our first virtual
journey. Students theorized a small
craft and then left, like real internet
users, to discover the web. After that,
every year we improved our
production which has become always
more complex. Uomo Globale
however was definitely the turning
point: a device that we called ‘flux
conveyor’, able to convey data fluxes
from the web, and display them as
images on a system of 33 monitors,
each one dedicated to a single part of
the human body, in order to create a
body made of thousands of different
images uploaded in internet and
captured by the device.

The hands of the world slide on the
monitor, creating a more complex
idea of that anatomical part. A
kaleidoscopic human figure takes
place right in front of our eyes.

We were wondering: ‘How is our body
today? Considering the complexity of
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ground.
Our last work, Uomo 2.0, confirms our
method and efforts. At Le Grenoble,
the Naples French Institute, we
presented six laboratories whose
borders have been overcome by the
transversality of their single
components. Six “flash-labs” was held
by Iandolo with Massimo Vicinanza,
Professor of Digital Photography –
Maurizio Chiantone, Professor of
Sound Design – Salvatore Manzi,
Professor of Video-Installation –
Adriana De Manes, Professor of Multimedia Design, and me as Professor of
Digital Video. Micro laboratories were
set in different places of the French
institute and had a double function,
one specular to the other. On one side
they supervised the correct
functioning of the “devices” of Uomo
2.0; and on the other side they tried to
improve the project with new
perspectives through the participation
of the audience.

Pasquale Napolitano: What is the
educational method of NTA?
Franz Iandolo: That is the most
complex thing we are working on! We
are slowly trying this practical system,
and that’s why all the professors,
including you, have accepted the
responsibility of constant exchange of
ideas between each other and the
students, in order to develop the
pattern. Our LAB provides a big open
space, used in a non-traditional way,
it is open 24/7, and professors and
students share it and work there
together, according to their schedule.
There, students can benefit from
meeting with their professors, find a
place where to read, have a snack, or
simply exchange a few words with
their colleagues. Everyone has the
chance to work on anything, if they
want to. Students can attend any lab
course, independently from their year
of enrolment. Our principle is to offer
horizontal access to information (and
training) and work on a common

It was a study focused on designing
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and analysing the aspects that make
new media to be the access to spaces
of knowledge elaboration, and not
only a simple access to technologic
transmission of information. It was
like a mission, a study on man and his

ability to grow and evolve. Moreover,
we were able to give the public a
more complex image of our research,
based on fields of experimentation
that constantly communicate with
each other. An image of joy and
vitality in the artistic process.
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City Portraits. Teatro A Corte: Interview With
Berlin
Silvia Scaravaggi

interview
http://www.digicult.it/digimag/articl
e.asp?id=1864, the great attention that
the festival gave to experimentation
and convergence of artistic languages
and new forms of expression.
This year Teatro a Corte opens with
the Giornate del Teatro (Days of
theatre) and the Victoria ThierréeChaplin‘s national première, with the
special participation of celebrities like
Balletboyz, Lucilla Giagnoni,
Catherine Marnas, Lucia Poli and new
young artists, Nuove Sensibilità. At
the core of the festival programme
there is the Russian showcase, aimed
to celebrate the year of the cultural
relationship between Italy and Russia.
In this section it is possible to find two
of the most interesting
experimentation and multimedia
projects: Akhe Engeneering Theatre
and Berlin.

Teatro a Corte brings European
theatre to the residences of the Savoy
House in Turin, under the accurate
artistic direction of Beppe Navello.
The event, that takes place during the
weekends from July 7th to July 25th
2011, presents a selection of 31 theatre
companies coming from 12 different
countries. They will stage
contemporary performances ranging
from scenic arts to theatre
hybridization, dance, contemporary
circus, and also equestrian, visual and
physical theatre, including
installations and videos.
We discovered Teatro a Corte
(http://teatroacorte.it/) in 2010, after
deepening the research of one of the
guests of last edition, the
choreographer and videoartist Billy
Cowie, who confirmed, during his
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themes, which are: the society, told
by its own most truthful and
contradictory aspects, and the
complexity of cities, whether
urbanized or lost in a desolate
landscape.
The work presented in Turin this year
is the fourth of the Holocene cycle.
Moscow (’70) is a video portrait of a
city made through the voice of its
own people. By interviewing people
from Moscow and giving back their

We interviewed Berlin before their
participation to Teatro a Corte 2011.
Berlin is a Belgium-based
collective, built around Bart Baele and
Yves Degryse. It started in 2003, when
the group from Anversa was formed
together with the actress Caroline
Rochlitz, with the aim to develop a
project dedicated to cities or regions
able to tell stories of important and
universal identities and humanities.

words, Berlin created a bright and
merciless portrait of a place and its
people from an objective and
documental perspective, completed
by the suggestion of the setting and
by the soundtrack. We deepened the
nature of this work and Berlin’s
research through an interview with
Yves Degryse.

Since the beginning, Berlin worked on
2 cycles: Holocene and Horror Vacui,
made of different performances
ranging from documentaries, video,
installation, performance and theatre,
taking inspiration from reality and
history, and combining research and
investigations with interviews to
privileged witnesses.
Berlin‘s work is dense and stratified. It
compares itself with different
languages and refuses any
classification. For this reason, it needs
to be carefully analyzed and examined
in order to understand its different

Silvia Scaravaggi: You have been
invited to the Teatro a Corte Festival
to present your fourth work related to
the Holocene cycle: Moscow. How is it
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atmosphere inside the tent. In this

going to be?

way we developed the structure of a

Yves Degryse | Berlin: Last year we
presented the Bonanza performance
and the Iqaluit installation in Turin.
This year we’ll present the Moscow
project, which is part of the Holocene
cycle, a series of city portraits of
Jerusalem, Iqaluit, Bonanza and
Moscow. The end of the cycle is
unknown, we are planning to make
other city portraits.

big tent with six moving screens that
surround the audience who, once
inside, stands and watches the scenes
from different point of views.
A string quartet and a pianist play live
the soundtrack of the movie as a
tribute to the circus atmosphere, even
though the work itself doesn’t show a
single reference to circus. Moscow is a
theatre performance and a city
portrait.

Right now we are working on a new
cycle called Horror Vacui. Its first
performance, Tagfish, was last year,
while the second one, Land’s End, is
still in progress.
We worked for a long time on the
Moscow project, 2 years in total, from
2008 to the end of 2009. For two
months, in the summer and the winter
of 2007, we lived in the city for the
shooting.
Each time we visit a city, we work
hard on the planning and make deep
research before shooting. While
researching about Moscow, we
focused on the shape we wanted to
give to the work, on a sort of tent, on
our structure as a specific reference to
the place of origin. Moscow is a very
overwhelming city, the atmosphere
and the people are harsh when it
comes to try to enter their daily life.
We tried to combine these
characteristics and to transfer this

Silvia Scaravaggi: Have you ever
shown this performance in Moscow??
Yves Degryse | Berlin: No, but
sometimes in the audience there were
people from Moscow and their
reaction have always been very
positive. Performing in Moscow would
be problematic. People who appear in
the movie are somehow exposing
themselves, and we wouldn’t be able
to protect them.
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Silvia Scaravaggi: How do you think
the audience in Turin will react to this
work? Are you interested in exploring
their participation?
Yves Degryse | Berlin: Last year the
experience was fantastic. This year,
with Moscow, we are showing the
atmosphere of a city but at the same
time also universal themes. On one
hand there is the image of a
government and its mechanism that
tries to control the situation. On the
other hand you can listen to people
from Moscow talking about their life
and the corruption of the system. It’s
a realistic work, based on research.

Silvia Scaravaggi: Why is the choice of
a city or a region always at the core of
your projects?
Yves Degryse | Berlin: For the same
reason that a director uses a good
script. There is great material in
everyday life. We have to find
something in the city that tells more
than the city itself. The story needs to
have a universal point of reference.
For example, Bonanza is the portrait
of the smallest official city in Colorado
(USA) with seven residents, five
houses, a city mayor and a city hall.
We described it through five screens
and a scale model. It was shown in
Korea and the audience identified
itself with some aspects of the city’s
daily life.

Silvia Scaravaggi: Your work is a
combination of many forms of art:
video, theatre and cinema. How
would you describe your approach?
Yves Degryse | Berlin: Our
multidisciplinary approach is
something natural and logic, we want
to be free to understand the needs of
each project. We try to tell a story in
the best way possible, and in order to
do so we choose from different
disciplines. We use the video very
much, but it’s not mandatory. It
depends on the city, for Moscow the
video was simply perfect. Now we are
planning a project about Lisbon, it will
be neither performance nor video. It’ll
be a totally different project.

Silvia Scaravaggi: Is the city with its
own characters also living a new life
on stage?
Yves Degryse | Berlin: This is a difficult
question. When we edit our work we
have a better look, grasp more
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information and have a deeper
understanding of what we filmed. This
aspect really focuses on the moment
of creation. Tagfish is a good example
to answer this question. The work tells
the story of sheik Hani Yamani and his
ideas for the future development of
Zollverein, a UNESCO world heritage
site, an industrial complex that could
be used in new different ways. We
filmed the negotiation, interviewed
people separately, and asked them
some questions.

Silvia Scaravaggi: Can you tell me
about
, your last work for
Land’s Endcycle?
the
Horror Vacui
Yves Degryse | Berlin: It is about a
murder case at the end of the 90s, it
takes place in Belgium. The owner of a
pancake factory, a Belgian guy, is
murdered by a French killer hired by
his wife. Three months after his death,
the police discover they are guilty,
they are imprisoned, the wife in
Belgium and the killer in France.
During the investigations, a
confrontation between the two seems
to be necessary but France does not
allow their extradition. For this reason,
they find a farm at the border
between France and Belgium, draw a
line through the leaving room, place
one chair on both sides of this
imaginary border, and then the
meeting can start

In Tagfish they’re sitting around a
table for one hour. In reality this
meeting never happened, but what
you see on stage, on the screen, is
that they are really talking to each
other. In this sense the work makes
them living a new life on stage. During
the editing we have a very strict rule
though: we are not allowed to extract
people from their context. We are
very careful not to ascribe to them
meanings that are different from
reality.

We are still working on it,
Land’s 2011
End
will be premiered on November

http://www.berlinberlin.be
http://teatroacorte.it/
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Certain Pleasure. Zhang Peili And Electronic
Media
Robin Peckham

trajectories of media exploration.
Especially if we consider the key role
of the artist practice in the
globalization of a very particular
aesthetics of electronic media at an
historical moment that almost
perfectly coincided with the opening
of the Chinese cultural universe.
Zhang Peili was indubitably a central
figure of the 85 New Wave
movement, playing a role in the
founding of the Pond Society
collective and becoming a core
advocate of the school known as
“rational painting.” In 1988 he created
what is commonly known as the first
piece of video art in China, 30×30, and
started a sustained investigation of
video and related media including
photography, installation, and
electronic art.

Zhang Peili is an enigmatic figure:
while he is widely respected in China
as a pioneering video artist and a
progenitor of the use of electronic
media in the wake of the 85 New
Wave movement of the mid-1980s, his
international reputation relies
primarily on a small number of survey
exhibitions motivated by multicultural
agendas and staged amidst work of
vastly divergent practical initiatives.
As the first retrospective exhibition of
his work launches at the Minsheng Art
Museum in Shanghai on 16 July 2011
(and just months after one of his early
paintings was auctioned for a
shocking HK$23 million during the
controversial Sotheby’s sale of a
portion of the Ullens Collection in
Hong Kong), the time is right to
rehabilitate his practice within the
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fragmentary close shots across 10
channels, or Water: Standard Edition
of Cihai (1991), for which a television
announcer reads a dictionary entry as
if it were the evening news.
And then there are the appropriation
and remix works, as with Last Words
(2003), for which Zhang Peili edits
together found footage of Cultural
Revolution-era propaganda films to
create an uninterrupted stream of the
dying words of martyrs. Finally, more
recent works involve interactive
closed-loop systems like Hard
Evidence No. 1 (2009) and theatrical
scenes like A Gust of Wind (2008).

Typically adopting a minimal or
reductive position that creates an
essential relationship between the
aesthetics of video playback
technology and the moving image
itself, his video installation focuses on
questions of perceived reality, media
convention, individual agency, and
spatial structure.
Between 1988 and 2011 his video
practice has undergone a number of
significant shifts. He began with the
cool and contained painting of the
mid-1980s and then moved into the
aesthetics of boredom and control in
his first video projects, including
Document on Hygiene No. 3 (1991), in
which the artist calms and washes a
chicken at the center of the frame.

This trajectory is, perhaps, most
valuable for the picture it presents of
the simultaneous globalization and
localization of media aesthetics,
offering a case study in the
unmooring of concepts like the

The mid-1990s saw classical
reworkings of the relationship
between content and spatial form, as
with Uncertain Pleasure II (1996), in
which a hand scratches every corner
of a naked body depicted only in

aesthetics of boredom and their
ultimate settling into new roles in new
cultural concepts.
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Aside from his ongoing work as an
artist, Zhang Peili was also the
founder of the new media program,
now known as the School of
Intermedia Art at the China Academy
of Art in Hangzhou, where he
currently leads a studio in embodied
media.
These two roles–as a historically
significant practitioner and as an
educator– have made Zhang
enormously influential, particularly
over younger artists working in
electronic media or more alternative
modes of production. A reevaluation
of his practice in terms of his
approach to the uses of new media,
then, could be enormously instructive
for the understanding and
contextualization of experimental art
in China today.

Excerpts from Huang Zhuan, An
Antithesis to the Conceptual: On
Zhang Peili, portions of which were
first published in Chinese in a
different form in Artistic Working
Manual of Zhang Peili, Lingnan Fine
Arts Publishing House, 2008, and
which will be appearing in full in
English for the first time in Certain
Pleasures: A Zhang Peili
Retrospective, ed. Robin Peckham,
Minsheng Art Museum, 2011
(forthcoming).

The following texts are excerpted
from an upcoming publication
entitled “Certain Pleasures: A Zhang
Peili Retrospective” with the gracious
permission of their authors and the
Minsheng Art Museum, reproduced
here in the hopes that they might

As said, Zhang Peili produced his first
video work, 30×30, in 1988, which
earned him the title of “the father of
Chinese video art”. Now he says that,
at the time, he only wanted to use the
media of the domestic consumergrade video camera to create
something different from the
aesthetic model of television: “I
wanted to produce something that
would make people feel bored and
perturbed, something that would lack
the ability of concept to incite
cheerful emotions, something that

offer a potential first foothold for this
critical work for observers of media
art globally.
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could make the viewer become
conscious of the existence of time.
The temporality of video fulfilled
these requirements precisely.”

Zhuhai Conference.

In a later conversation, Zhang would
go on to repeatedly raise the notion
that in his work the element of time
attempts to resist the linear narrative
of the traditional cinema and the
entertainment function of television.
In fact, the proposal for this work was
prepared for the Huangshan
Conference (formally known as the
1988 Chinese Modern Art Production
Forum). The conference is seen as a
continuation of the Zhuhai
Conference of 1986, making it an
important collective gathering in the
wake of the 85 New Wave, and a
direct precursor of the China/ AvantGarde exhibition that would take
place a year later.

According to Zhang Peili, “It was not
long after 1985 that we stopped liking
the word ‘movement.’” This is the
attitude with which he created the
proposal for 30×30 and brought it to
the Huangshan Conference: “I actually
had something of a conspiracy in
mind when I was composing the idea
for the work, but it was ultimately
never realized. At the time every
household started to have a television
and would sit in front of it almost
every evening, because it was
something new.

Compared to the Zhuhai Conference
two years prior, however, the
situation of the New Wave had
already undergone a considerable
shift. The pan-philosophical and pancultural stance of the New Wave

At the same time the Sony domestic
video camera also arrived in China.
For the 1988 forum on modern art in
Huangshan artists were formally
requested to bring new work for
discussion and exchange, the content
of which was not subject to any
restriction. I suddenly thought I
should make a video, three hours
long, in which the content was not

movement gradually entered a stage
of decline in light of the attacks
launched by the analytical and critical
forms of conceptual art. It became
obvious that the original hope of the
leaders of the New Wave to
reorganize its efforts through a
collective meeting would fail to
achieve the general consensus of the
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important at all.
I wanted to shut everyone in a room
locked from outside for three hours,
while it was playing. I would have
opened the door only after the video
was finished. But in the end I didn’t
have the courage to lock the door. I
was a bit nervous. After playing the
video for two minutes people started
to press me, saying that it was enough
and that they already got the idea.

Excerpts from Paul Gladston, Low
Resolution: Towards an Uncertain
Reading of the Art of Zhang Peili,
which has been previously published
in Eyeline 69, Queensland University
of Technology, 2009, and Yishu, Art
and Collection, March/April 2009,
which will be appearing in a new form
and in Chinese for the first time in
Certain Pleasures: A Zhang Peili
Retrospective, ed. Robin Peckham,
Minsheng Art Museum, 2011
(forthcoming).

Even Gao Minglu asked to fastforward, so that the three hour video
actually only lasted 10 minutes. No
one had the patience to watch it.
Afterwards some people were
particularly worked up, thinking it was
really great, while others told me to
take it back and edit it carefully,
saying that the video should be
different in shot and rhythm.”
If this first encounter with this maiden
video work seems understandable
under the circumstances of the time,
the fact that that monotonous
piece–shot from a fixed position and
without any post-production editing
or sound engineering–would become
the first long-term talking point of
Chinese video art history was,
perhaps, unexpected.

Zhang Peili’s use of video as a means
of citing/reproducing/manipulating
texts appropriated from other sources
suggests a strong affinity with the
anti-essentialist tendencies of
Western
postmodernism/poststructuralism. At
the same time the “good” cyclical
form of A Gust of Wind as well as
Zhang’s own interpretation of the
wind as the index of some kind of
transcendental-ineffable force points
towards alternative readings, based in
the vernacular metaphysics of
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Chinese Daoist/Chan Buddhist
thought and action, might be referred
to, with reference to the writings of
Paul Gilroy, a resistant form of “antianti-essentialism.”

change of the word order. The two are
different concepts. In both cases,
“yingxiang” and “shishi” are in a
relation of a noun to an adjective, as
with the pair “my son” and “son of
mine.” One is the main body; the other
is derived from it. Video was derived

In shuttling inconclusively between
these two readings, Zhang’s work as
video art can be seen to uphold the
Western(ized) notion of a culturally
hybrid Third Space, while at the same
time actively seeks to problematize
the use of that notion—at least in its
most abstracted form—as an
unquestioned basis for the
interpretation of contemporary
Chinese art.

from reality, and reality was captured
by video; that is to say, video was
used to record reality. However, video
has actually become a kind of
dominant language that pervades
people’s consciousness.
It creates realities, and these realities
also influence people’s lives or minds.
The reality produced by video is
sometimes even more realistic than
reality itself. At least, it gives people

Paul Gladston: Let’s start with your
recent exhibition, A Gust of Wind at
Boers-Li Gallery in Beijing. You are
quoted as saying in the catalogue:
“This

the illusion of its own reality. This is
why I have the following question:
what is the function of video and its
relationship to reality? I don’t think I

is an artificial reality, an imagined fact.
I want to find out about this supposed
gap between artificial and external
realities. Is there any difference
between a reality produced by video
(yingxiang de shishi) and a reality
captured by video (shishi de
yingxiang)?” Could you explain the
difference, as you see it, between “a
reality produced by video” and “a
reality captured by video?”

can give a simple answer to that
question, or at least it’s very difficult
to give an exact answer.

Zhang Peili: “Yingxiang de shishi” and
“Shishi de yingxiang” sound similar.
The difference is manifested in the
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Paul Gladston: A Gust of Wind
signifies a catastrophic event: the

works, such as
(1991) and
(1988), had
something to do with politics. I’m not
sure about those interpretations, and I
don’t want to explain it any further.

violent destruction of a richly
furnished domestic setting by a
sudden storm. Why did you decide to
stage such an event as it might be
carried out in a film studio and then
represent/reproduce it through the

What I felt during the early stages of
my development as an artist was that
there is a kind of underlying force or
power. Sudden changes or disasters,
which have been caused either by
nature or human beings, made me
realize that people live in an illusion,
and this feeling has become stronger
as my career as an artist has
developed. All these beautiful and
supposedly stable states are so
fragile. They are just illusions.
Changeable and destructive states are
inevitable. THEY are the realities.

use of multi-channel video?
Zhang Peili: I’ve always believed that
people live in an illusion and that
there is some kind of hidden force or
“superpower” behind this illusion. This
superpower is not controlled by
human beings and is not subject to
perception. What we perceive or
discover is not the superpower. Some
critics thought Document
that some of
early
onmy
Hygiene
No. 3
30×30
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The Image Of Sound. Yuri Ancarani’s Stomach
Alessandra Saviotti

Among his most important
collaborations there is his last one
with Maurizio Cattelan and Pierpaolo
Ferrari, for the new editorial project
Toilet Paper, in which Ancarani deals
with images in motion. His last movie,
Bora, will be presented on July 4th
2011 during the Weird Tales exhibition
by Franco Masotti and Christopher of
Bronson Productions, exhibition that,
for two years, has been a special
section of the Ravenna Festival. Held
for 22 years, the festival is a schedule
of exhibitions ranging from theatre,
music, classic and modern dance.

Yuri Ancarani (Ravenna, 1972) likes to
define himself a “visual artist/film
maker”. He developed his research by
starting studying his territory, the land
where he was born: the Riviera
Romagnola. As for his music video
Vicino al Cuore (2003), work that he
claims to love the most, or Kras (Bora,
2011) or Carrara caves (Il Capo, 2010),
he always succeeds to catch the
invisible aspect that transmits to the
public the meaning of those places.
After attending various Film Festivals
all around the world, receiving many
awards such as the Silver Gentian for
the best short film at the 59° Trento
Film Festival, and after his
presentation of Il Capo at the 67°
edition of Venice Festival for the
Orizzonti section, Ancarani found
himself thrown, almost by accident,
into cinema.

Bora is commissioned and produced
by the Ravenna Festival in
collaboration with the Galleria
Comunale d’Arte Contemporanea di
Monfalcone. It will be screened as a
visual that comes with a live
performance by Steve O’Malley, an
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American guitarist and composer,
founder of many drone, doom metal
and death/doom bands such as Sunn
0))).

playing on stage. Yet the difference is
to be seen in the concept of the
movie. Unlike other works of mine,
this one lacks of a well defined
subject. I created it by thinking that
someone had to be on stage, under
the spotlights. He is the main
character of my music video.

Alessandra Saviotti: How did the
collaboration with Steen O’Malley for
Bora start?
Yuri Ancarani: I have listened to his
records for long time and I was
listening to his music even during the
editing of my video. I soon realized
that his music could work very well
with my images, so I decided to
contact him and send him a “making
of” explaining what I wanted to do
with that material. The collaboration
started from there.
Alessandra Saviotti: Do you consider
Bora a performance?

Alessandra Saviotti: Where does the
idea of making the video at Kras come
from?

Yuri Ancarani: I like to think of it as a
show. It was born for the new section
of contemporary music of the
Ravenna Festival. Lately, the trend to
mix contemporary music with visual
experiences is evident. I think the
reason behind such trend is that while
in the past the musician was a sort of
“stage phenomenon”, now, with the
help of new technology, he is often
sitting behind a computer, even
during his performances. I believe
there is the need to create new
movements and attract the public in a
new way.

Yuri Ancarani: All became real when I
got invited by Andrea Bruciati
(Director of the Galleria d’Arte
Contemporanea di Monfalcone), along
whit other artists, to develop an
artistic project on Monfalcone’s
territory. I made an inspection when
Bura wind was blowing very hard.
Each time the wind blew too hard I
would come back to Kras. Thanks to
this inspection I developed a
completely “different” perception of
the territory. In two years I went to
Kras and other different places six
times.

Bora, however, still shows O’Malley
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From the visual point of view the most
significant and spectacular one is Val
Rosandra: it’s like the place is able to
tell stories, and it is the easiest place
to cross the border between Italy and
Slovenia. It is also the place where the
wind grows stronger, and takes the
name of Sella di Bora (Bura’s saddle).
Here the wind is incredibly strong, but
it’s impossible to see anything of it, as
the landscape is entirely made by
stones and nothing moves. One can
slightly perceive the strength of the
wind, but it is like nothing really
happens.

and expensive marble, without
spoiling it. I wanted to highlight that
the “bestiality” of the characters is not
so hard and through the camera I
preferred to give importance to the
perfection of their work and actions. I
looked for the cave’s best angles, in
order to make it seem a perfect
environment, a kind of set, although it
is actually a construction site. Unlike
video makers, that approach the
world of work as a subject and search
for its roughness as if they were
making reportage, I am more
interested in underlining the
spectacular character. This is the
reason why I want everything to be
perfect, almost as a constructed set.
And trust me, to find perfection in
these places is really hard!

Music is a live improvisation that
comes with the video. Although the
video has its own story and its own
development, without the music it
would be plain and insignificant.
O’Malley will make a different
performance every time the work will
be presented, working live on images.

Alessandra Saviotti: How much did
Il Capo
the filming of
?
Yuri Ancarani: It took about a year to

Alessandra Saviotti: Speaking of
another recent work of yours, Il Capo,
the aspect that made me think the
most is the strong opposition
between a physical and “violent”

shoot the scenes that come one after
the other and show how the marbles
are obtained. When the quarrymen
were ready to extract them, they
would call me to shoot the scenes. I
made the ones on the top of the cave
in about a week, even though it seems
like one day of work. I could have
been faster, but I was shooting in a
construction site, people could not
stop working just for me. I decided to

presence of characters, environment
and heavy industry, with soft and
delicate actions and gestures. What
do you think of it?
Yuri Ancarani: I think the delicacy and
gentleness of actions is due to the
kind of work I depict: the quarrymen
have to work with a more precious

make a 35 mm film which gave me
the chance to get exciting images.
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artist/filmmaker” but I lately call
myself a “video artist”. It sounds more
comfortable, even though in the
world of art it is an obsolete
definition. Let’s say that in the field of
art I usually play the part of a
filmmaker, while in the field of cinema
I am an artist!

Alessandra Saviotti: One can perceive
a particular care for sound, other than
image
Yuri Ancarani: Actually sound was the
aspect I cared for the most. I have
worked with Mirko Mencacci, a real
master of sound engineering. He
agreed to work with me because,
even after thirty years of experience, I
always involve him in projects that
make him experiencing something
new.

Alessandra Saviotti: So what were you
at the Venice Film Festival, an artist or
a filmmaker?
Yuri Ancarani: To Orizzonti, the
section dedicated to international
cinematographic research and made
of the showed works, I came as an
artist. It was pretty hard, because the
film selection was made on each
motion image. Fortunately, last year
the movie duration has been modified
and they added the categories of
short, medium length and long
movies, which means a movie doesn’t
necessarily need to have a standard
duration, but the duration that is
suitable for the work. In the world of
art 15 minutes have their own
meaning; it’s not that the less it takes

Alessandra Saviotti: How did you
manage to enter such a hard
environment?
Yuri Ancarani: I guess it’s the
enthusiasm that I put in my projects
that persuades people to join me. But
it’s obviously a long process.
Alessandra Saviotti: Do you think of
yourself more like a director or a video
maker?
Yuri Ancarani: It’s complicated, I
consider myself a “visual
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make something similar but with a
language that is closer to us, as for
example video and music videos are
now. In fact I even made 2 minutes
long videos. All came from a particular
experience.

to deliver the message the better you
are. In the cinema is quite the
opposite. A short movie is like a sort
of training that has to be done in
order to create “long” movies.
After that, my film has been
presented in various festivals, like in

I live between Ravenna and Milan, and
the latter is a barren city. In Milan you
can’t think about working with your
head. It’s a good showcase maybe,
but it’s not the right place for an artist
to be creative. The province is better
to do research, but you cannot live
there for long. If I had always lived in
Ravenna I surely wouldn’t have
captured some particular aspects of
my work, I wouldn’t have developed a
better technique and I wouldn’t have
become a better artist.

Amsterdam at the IDFA (24e
International Documentary Film
Festival Amsterdam), which is one of
the most important documentary
festivals in the world, in the United
States at the SXSV (Austin  Texas), at
the True/False Film Festival
inMissouri and at the Ann Arbor Film
Festival in Michigan, and in Paris at
the Cinema du Réel at the Centre
still
Pompidou, where a
of it has been
chosen for the official image of the
festival, which means every judge
knows of its existence.

I made seven works about the Riviera
territory, even if I wanted to make
ten… and I already have the subjects,
but I don’t have the time.

Bora
Il
Alessandra Saviotti: Both
and
Capo
were shot in unknown
territories, while your first works was

Alessandra Saviotti: Do you have any
particular reference to create your
work?

shot in Ravenna…
Yuri Ancarani: It’s been 10 years since I
worked in Ravenna and Romagna

Yuri Ancarani: Well, I have passions,
but no particular references. Let’s say
that at the moment I am interested in
the photography of architectures
instead of in technique, shots, ect. I
follow my instinct.

with a series of video that will remain
a sort of passage. Yet, like wine, they
need some time to become tasty. In
the Eighties Pier Vittorio Tondelli
wrote about this territory. I intend to
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